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Abstract 

Approximately 5% of the elderly people, over age 65, suffer from one kind of dementia 

such as Alzheimer's disease, frontotemporal dementia and AIDS dementia. It is 

estimated population of senior citizens all over the world will almost double in the next 

25 years. Accordingly, prevalence of dementia in aging generation increases essential 

need in resources dedicated to caretaking of senior citizens, such as facilities, financial 

and human resources. It opens doors to emergence of new semantic technologies, which 

aim to assist senior citizens in daily life tasks. The systems should be safe, effective and 

patient-centered, and they must provide timely, efficient and equitable care to patients. 

Focuses on health, physical condition monitoring and assistive navigation technologies 

are the main categories to improve life quality of senior citizens. This study is dedicated 

to introducing a Head Mounted Display system to assist senior citizens in daily 

navigational tasks. In addition, usability test infrastructure is explained to evaluate 

system usability and improve the system in iterative test plans. The main research 

question clarifies main objective of the study as an investigation on usability of HMD 

system through several sub-questions evaluating various factors in the system and 

customers' preferences. HMD system consists of the Indicator-based Smart Glasses and 

Bluetooth headset. Set of LED indicators is implanted around the lenses in the frame of 

the Smart Glasses. LED cues are supposed to convey navigational commands to users. 

Design science method with applied qualitative and quantitative approaches defines 

research method while Goal Question Metrics forms the framework of the study to 

improve the usability of the system. Satisfaction level and various metrics in the system 

are evaluated via unstructured interviews, Bayesian analysis and measuring quantitative 

variables. Furthermore, severity of dementia is assessed through questionnaires in 

MMSE from. Evaluating different factors and metrics in the system through iterative 

usability tests lead to improvement in design and defining optimized blinking patterns 

in LED indicators configurations to convey navigational commands. Blinking patterns 

in the Smart Glasses include localizing indicators, blinking duration time, frequency and 

brightness. Usability tests with senior citizens as subject demonstrates that severity level 

of dementia could strongly affect users' performance. Senior citizens who are suffering 

from severe and moderate dementia fail to accomplish the tasks in using the assistive 

tool. Accordingly, senior citizens, who are suffering from mild dementia and are in the 

initial stage of dementia, should be considered as the subject of future usability tests. 
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1. Introduction 

Convergence of ubiquitous computing and wearable computing in the recent decade 

leads to the emergence of wearable technologies. Truth be told; wearable technologies 

have generated considerable interest in the recent years. The major topic that we will 

address in this study is how the proposed prototype of a wearable device could assist 

senior citizens in daily navigational tasks. According to prior researches, assistant 

navigational tools will be increasingly important to enhance life quality of senior 

citizens suffering from different kinds of dementia. This study is about the description 

of HMD (Head Mounted Display) concept, but it is also, more significantly about 

usability of the system in real life situations. Main users of HMD system are senior 

citizens suffering from different kinds of dementia such as Alzheimer Disease. 

Therefore, research background aims population of people suffering from dementia, 

their problems in navigational tasks and their attitudes towards new assistive and 

wearable technologies. Once more, capital cost of direct and indirect caretaking of 

people with dementia is also investigated. Above-mentioned issues would shed more 

light on the motivations to conduct current research study. Recent development in 

wearable assistive technology and navigation tools is profound, and it deserves rigorous 

scrutiny. Investigation on wearable assistive technologies in the literature provides 

limitations, consideration and preferences for developing an innovative design science 

prototype. Assistive tools, accompanied with new technologies for supporting health 

care monitoring, are categorized in different rubrics. HMD system fits in context 

awareness system with supporting remote caretaking.The most important of question 

about usability of HMD system is simple one. Can we construct a wearable tool to be 

usable in daily navigation task of senior citizens suffering from dementia, and if so, 

how? For this purpose, usability factors in prior researches are also investigated in the 

literature section. In addition, technologies in hardware and software, which could 

benefit HMD system, are also reviewed. The similarity between the technical concept of 

HMD system and Pupil Lab instrument are pronounced. Therefore, part of literature 

review is dedicated to eye tracking technologies, which is mostly concentrated on Pupil 

Lab instrument.  

HMD system consists of two separate modules. Main module is the Indicator-based 

Smart Glasses, which is eyeglasses' frame with mounted LED indicators, 

microcontrollers, communication gateways and power supplier. Another module is a 

Bluetooth headset working with a customized Android application. The Android 

application provides the Smart Glasses and Bluetooth headset with navigational 

commands, which are translated to visual cues, and voice commands respectively. 

Technical detail of HMD system, hardware and software designed prototype are 

explained in the Indicator-based Smart Glasses chapter. 

The idea that experimentations evaluate usability of a design science prototype in real 

world situation is a grounded one, and one that the author believes in. The main 

research question about usability of HMD system is divided to several sub-questions to 

evaluate different factors of usability and improve the development process. Answers to 

following questions through experimentations prepare HMD system for real life 

navigational tasks. First, how well would users distinguish LED positions? Moreover, 

what are the optimal frequency and brightness? Then, what do users interpret from the 

Smart Glasses cues? Afterward, how well do users respond to the Smart Glasses cues 
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and voice commands? Finally, how usable is the Smart Glasses in navigational tasks on 

indoor and outdoor environments? 

The major issue that is addressed in this study is how to conduct pilot and usability test 

based on abovementioned questions. Pilot tests are conducted during the development 

process of prototype. The main reason for conducting early pilot testing is to optimize 

the test process and protocols for usability testing in the next step. Main users of HMD 

system are senior citizens suffering from different kinds of dementia. Therefore, 

recruiting senior citizens with dementia is necessary for usability tests. The process of 

recruiting real users is challenging and time-consuming. Therefore, Pilot testing is 

essential to identify technical faults and possibility of mistakes during the tests.  

Figure 1 provides a road map for this study. Blue boxes on the figure show aims of 

conducting pilot and usability test in this study. Dark blue box, which shows evaluating 

usability of the system with real user of the system is the main aim of this study. 

 

Figure 1. Road map to show targets in conducting pilot and usability tests. 
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User test initially identifies optimized blinking pattern for LED indicators in an open 

environment. Blinking pattern means the blinking frequency, brightness and time 

duration of blinking. Optimized blinking patterns are achieved in the test among set of 

predefined alternatives. Then, suitable indicators configurations to represent meaningful 

commands are identified. The indicators configuration should be straightforward 

enough to be interpreted by real users easily. Satisfactory indicators configurations are 

also achieved in the test among set of predefined alternatives. Then, tablet-tracing test 

evaluates users' reactions to the Smart Glasses cues and voice commands. Finally, 

walking in an open environment with assistance of HMD system would assess usability 

of the system in navigational tasks. In order to increase efficiency and reduce the 

number of variable in individual experiments, tests should be conducted in a 

consecutive order and controlled format while each experiment' findings should be 

applied to the next tests. 

Design science method defined by Hevner et al. (2010) is research method for HMD 

system research project. The proposed artifact is designed to answer a human problem, 

which is senior citizens ability problem in way-finding tasks. The proposed artifact is 

designed to assist senior citizens in daily navigational tasks via a context awareness 

system and reduce human and financial resource involving in remote caretaking of 

senior citizens. In addition to arguing HMD concept, this study examines usability of 

the system via qualitative and quantitative methods. Structure of this study is designed 

based on Gold Question Metrics approach. GQM proposes a framework to discuss 

several questions generated based on the main research question. Questions are defined 

to focus on specific metrics of usability of the system. In order to improve the system, 

data is collected through controlled pilot and usability experiments. Usability metrics 

are measured via different approaches such as unstructured interviews and Bayesian 

statistics.  

Controlled pilot experiments are conducted on student subjects who are not involved in 

the study. Failures on data collection and analysis approach in the pilot testing are 

investigated to improve and optimize usability testing protocols. Initially, four pilot tests 

are planned to be conducted. Localizing indicators test examines captivating level of 

LED indicators on different locations of the Smart Glasses frame. Optimized 

frequencies and brightness of LED indicators are also measured in the abovementioned 

test. Indicators configuration test examines meaningful combinations of LED indicators 

to convey navigational visual cues. Tablet-tracing test evaluates users' reactions to 

visual cues and voice commands of the system. Task completion time, failures, and 

learnability of the system are examined in tablet-tracing test. Walking test in an open 

environment examines effectiveness, efficacy, satisfaction, error frequency and error 

severity of system in following simple navigational tasks. Effectiveness demonstrates 

user ability to accomplish the tasks. Efficacy indicates users ability to accomplish the 

tasks without difficulties and satisfaction are measured through unstructured interviews. 

(Basili, 1992; Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010) 

As mentioned earlier, pilot tests clarify approaches on data collection and data analysis 

methods. In addition, faults and failures in data collection process are identified and 

eliminated for usability testings. Questionnaires are also improved in unstructured 

interviews based on student subjects' point of view. Pilot tests demonstrate noticeable 

results in the improvement of HMD system in blinking patterns and indicators 

configurations. The result are applied to next pilot tests and are assessed by unstructured 

questionnaires iteratively. Result of tablet tracing test proves the effectiveness of the 

HMD system. Nevertheless, voice commands demonstrated more efficacious 

navigational commands than visual cues in tablet-tracing test. Walking test in an indoor 
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environment demonstrated remarkable result in efficacy, effectiveness and satisfaction 

of the system. Subjects accomplished their tasks with assistance of the Smart Glasses 

easily and without severe errors. Test protocols, descriptive statistics, data collection 

processes, data analysis approaches and results are argued in individual sections for 

each experiment.  

Although pilot testing clearly provides useful information in evaluating of usability of 

the system, limitations and validity threats are salient and deserve rigorous scrutiny. 

Since the visibility of indicators on the frame strongly depends on the brightness and 

direction of ambient light in the environment, experiments should be iterated in 

different ambient light environments. Low brightness of LED indicators in high 

brightness of ambient light leads to difficulty in recognizing indicators. Strong 

brightness of LED indicators in dim ambient light also leads to producing harsh 

brightness as source light, and it might be bothering for users of the system. 

Accordingly, localizing indicators test should be iterated in environments with different 

ambient light. Localizing indicators test provides optimized and satisfactory blinking 

pattern for indicators, which include brightness, frequency and blinking time.  

Pilot tests confront some limitations obviously, but none more so than participation of 

students as subjects in experiments. It significantly affects some factors such as 

satisfaction, efficacy, effectiveness, and last but not least, usability. However, 

participation of real users in usability tests could provide precious information about 

senior citizens' point of view toward the system. Another research limitation would be 

number of variable, which affect usability of the system. Since the prototype is designed 

based on design science method, research background suggests specific usability 

metrics to investigate, but it fails to provide proper benchmarks for evaluation of the 

system's usability. Therefore, project researchers reached consensus on the alternative 

possibilities to investigate for system improvement and usability metrics. Alternatives 

possibility for system improvement and usability metrics are argued in individual 

sections dedicated to each experiment.  

It may appear that navigational tasks in real life situation would be similar from 

experimental conditions, but the difference are striking and deserve thorough 

investigation. It would be hard to claim that users of the system react to system's 

commands in real life situation and experimental condition similarly. One reason would 

be increasing concentration ability of users in the experimental condition. Since 

experiments are conducted in open format and user are informed that experiment is 

about usability of the system with navigational voice and visual command, they expect 

to receive the commands from the system. Despite test instruction, which inform 

subjects to avoid concentration on the Smart Glasses cues, subjects still focus on the 

LED indicators and expect upcoming commands. The solution for solving this problem 

in future experiments is to ask subjects to read a paragraph of text or solve simple math 

calculation during the experiment. It distracts subjects from focusing on the frame of the 

Smart Glasses and simulates real life situation where people concentrations are 

distracted easily by unwanted distractions such as voices and views. Limitation and 

validity threats vary in different experiments, and they are argued in individual sections 

dedicated to experiments. 

Information Processing Science department of Oulu University concentrates on the 

development of applications and tools for remote caregiving of senior citizens and 

physical impaired people. Several applications have been developed under design 

science method as part of different projects in Information Processing Science 

department. Most of the applications are about ICT, but they are also, more 
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significantly, about remote caretaking of senior citizens suffering from dementia and 

assistance of people suffering from physical impairment. Accordingly, some of the 

developed applications and flourished concepts have a high capacity for close 

integration. OldBird project aimed to develop an application to simulate environments 

around the senior citizens. The application provides a communication channel between 

caretakers and senior citizens. City and home environments of senior citizens are 

simulated in three-dimensional model and caretakers access an isometric view via web 

application. Workflow engine semantically manages order of navigational tasks and 

daily routine tasks of senior citizens. Remote caretakers on the client side of the 

application include medical caretakers, relatives and friends of senior citizens. Security 

issues in the application are argued in the business model of the system. Although 

OldBird application intrude on privacy of senior citizens lives in several steps such as 

designing home environment and involving caretakers in daily tasks. But it is believed 

the system could keep privacy and healthcare monitoring in an acceptable balance. In 

other word, the personal information, which user share to achieve healthcare service, is 

part of the service cost. Nowadays, mentioned trade are engaged in most of the efficient 

services implicitly. Integration of HMD system with OldBird project provides efficient 

and consistent navigational system.  

Smart Cap concept is also defined for further research to provide caretakers with more 

valuable information about senior citizens environment. Furthermore, the system assists 

users in daily navigational tasks more accurately. Smart Cap includes two main cameras 

and an Android cell phone. Videos from user's field of view and user eye pupil are 

recorded, and image processed to track users' vision. Camera with a wide-angle lens to 

video record environment would be implemented in a cap, and eye camera would be 

implemented on the frame of eyeglasses. Android application image processes the 

videos, and it streams the videos to the client side of OldBird application. Pupil Pro 

device is a manufactured instrument to track eye pupils. The device provides desirable 

features, which OldBird project and HMD system could be integrated with them 

properly. Each recording camera uses individual USB controller and requires access to 

full USB bandwidth. Image processing is committed via desktop applications provided 

by open source communities for Windows, Linux and Apple operating systems. It is 

difficult to claim an Android application run on a smart phone could afford the whole 

process in real time. In addition, the Smartphone device requires two USB ports, which 

could provide enough bandwidth for streaming the recorded videos. Above-mentioned 

issues and solutions to mentioned questions could be argued as future work of HMD 

system and Smart Cap.  
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2. Literature 

This chapter is dedicated to research background of this study. Senior citizens are 

considered as main users of the HMD system. Research background accentuated 

problems of senior citizens suffering from different kind of dementia in navigational 

tasks. Age-related disorder chapter concentrates on rampant situation of dementia and 

aging of the population all over the world. Next chapter focuses on the attitudes of 

senior citizens toward new technologies. The importance of users' attitudes is also 

discussed in this chapter. Figure 2 demonstrates the research areas for this study 

comparing to other related researches, which have been covered in the literature. The 

Indicator-based Smart Glasses is a navigational tool to assist demented senior citizens 

with daily way-finding tasks. Next chapter focuses on prior researches about new 

technologies, which aim to assist senior citizens to increase life quality. Since the 

designed prototype of this study is a wearable tool to assist senior citizens suffering 

from dementia in navigational tasks, three sub-chapters are dedicated to prior researches 

on wearable technologies, Senior citizens oriented technologies and assistive 

navigational tools. Tracking eye-movement tools are considered as an opportunity to 

increase the efficiency of the prototype, and a separate chapter discusses technologies in 

tracking eye movement. Since this study aims to evaluate the usability of designed 

prototype by pilot and usability tests, defined usability factors by prior researchers are 

investigated in the last chapter of research background. 

 

Figure 2. Related research areas and study focus for the Indicator-based Smart Glasses. 
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2.1 Age related Disorder 

Dementia is referred to chronic and progressive mental disorder and brain disease with 

cognitive disturbance side effects in moods, behavior and personality. Different forms 

of dementia have been recognized in various genders and cultures. However, Alzheimer 

disease is known as the most common type of dementia. Approximately 5% of the 

elderly people, over age 65, suffer from one kind of dementia such as Alzheimer's 

disease, frontotemporal dementia and AIDS dementia. Ritchie et al. (2002) states that 

more population of dementia is observed in developed countries in comparison with 

developing and under developed countries. However, lack of proper methods to 

recognize dementia is the main reason for it. Accordingly, Ritchie et al. (2002) believed 

that the number of people suffering from dementia is truly more than demographic 

statistics. (K. Ritchie & Lovestone, 2002) 

Bharucha et al. (2009) estimates 28 million people suffered from dementia in 2009, and 

it cost 156 billion dollars annually for caretaking them directly. Thereafter, Bharucha et 

al. (2009) focused their study on United States population and estimated the population 

aged 65 and older will be 72 million people in the next 25 years. They state the leading 

cause of dementia is Alzheimer Disease. Based on their estimation, there were 4.5 

million people suffering from AD in 2009, and it will increase to 13 million people by 

2050. They also investigated national direct and indirect cost of AD caring in United 

State, and result indicated 100 billion dollar annually in 2009, 189 billion dollar in 2015 

and more than one trillion dollar annually by 2050. Abovementioned statistic emerged 

myriad interest in developing tools and systems to support health caring of senior 

citizen in their home; the concept is known as aging-in-place. Supporting senior 

citizens' independent daily life is the main purposes to develop assistive monitoring 

systems in abovementioned research area, and it includes tracking physical and 

cognitive functionality, and providing safety in daily activities. Ferri et al. (2006) 

estimates that more than 20 million people suffered from different kind of dementia in 

the year 2005, and demented population increase by 4.6 million people every year. They 

predict demented population will be more than 80 million people by the year 2040. In 

addition, unobservable cases of dementia should be also added to the abovementioned 

estimation. (Bharucha, Anand, Forlizzi, Dew, Reynolds III, Stevens, & Wactlar, 2009a) 

Ritchie et al. (1995) conducted a meta-analysis of dementia prevalence based on nine 

epidemiological studies of senile dementia; the studies included sample of elderly 

people over age 80. The result demonstrates increasing rate of senile dementia is from 

age 80 to 84, and about 40% of elderly people at the age of 95 suffers from senile 

dementia. The results conclude that the senile dementia occurs at specific age range, and 

it could be considered as an age-related disease. (K. Ritchie & Kildea, 1995) 

Wilpon et al. (1996) studied 53 elderly people with different disability to seek a 

relationship between rehabilitation needs, the efficiency of assistive technology and 

social environment among the elderly people. Result demonstrates that in order to get 

the benefit from assistive technologies and social environment, elderly people's attitudes 

to assistive technologies and social environment is much more important factor than the 

health condition of elderly people. (Wilpon & Jacobsen, 1996) 

Above-mentioned factors and statistics demonstrate rampant condition and prevalence 

of dementia in aging generations around the world. Population of caretakers and 

financial resources are also increasing by increasing number of people suffering from 

different kind of dementia. To this end, new technologies could assist patients 

semantically to involve less human and financial resource in the future. 
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2.2 Senior Citizens attitudes towards new technologies 

Wilpon et al. (1996) conducted a study on senior citizens' attitude towards assistive 

technologies and social environment. Interviews with more than fifty senior citizens 

were included in the study. Subjects of study were senior citizens who were living at 

their homes with support of different assistive technologies. The assistive technologies 

support mobility with walking and seating aid devices and include hearing aid 

technologies. In some cases, subjects were living in the smart environments, and smart 

homes supported by ambient sensors. Smart homes with assistive technologies 

embedded in removal doorways, bathrooms were included in the study. As a result, 

senior citizens have completely various attitudes towards assistive technology and 

rehabilitation. Their attitude differed from completely acceptance to a complete decline 

of rehabilitation and support of assistive tools. (Wilpon & Jacobsen, 1996) 

Wilpon et al. (1996) claimed senior citizens suffering from chronic disease are 

welcoming to assistive technologies since they have been using other assistive devices 

beforehand. The most common reason to decline the rehabilitation among subjects was 

found as interrupting daily routine and causing change in habit. In some cases, subject 

stated that commuting more people to their home in order to setup assistive devices is 

the main cause of the decline. The study also states financial situation of senior citizens 

has been a salient factor on their attitude towards assistive devices. Proper financial 

situation mostly leads to welcoming attitudes towards new technologies. However, it 

varies in different countries; since in some countries, government provides senior 

citizens with assistive devices and supports them financially. Another interesting 

finding of the study clarifies that initial acceptance of assistive devices causes more 

motivation in taking benefits from more and newer assistive technologies. Physical and 

emotional risk, economical and social cost are variables that can decrease senior 

citizens' motivation in using assistive devices. (Wilpon & Jacobsen, 1996) 

Nowadays, touch screen user interface is used in information kiosks, ATMs, and 

different digital devices. Because of pervasive usage of touch screen interface, 

conducting a study on user interaction with touch screen interfaces seems necessary. 

Hwangbo et al. (2013) conducted a study about performance of senior citizen users of 

smart phones with touch screens. The objective of the study was to evaluate the impact 

of various variables on the performance, ease of use and mental effort of subjects. 

Variables were defined as size of screen and target, location of the target on the screen, 

interkey space of targets, age of senior citizens, and feedback of touch screens. 

Hwangbo et al. (2013) expected that result of the study would improve the design of 

smart phone application for senior citizens. (Hwangbo et al., 2013) 

Result of the study demonstrated gender is not effective variable while age is a highly 

strong factor. Since elder participants made more sub-movement during a task, task 

completion time increased by age of participants. Most participants showed high 

performance when targets were located in the center of screen and upper and right 

corner of the screen. However, most of the participants were right-handed. Button size 

seemed very effective variable, while interkey space was not effective in the 

performance of subjects. Participants showed high performance when button size was 

from 20-mm to 25-mm. Tactile feedback alone was not effective for elderly 

participants. On the other hand, Sound and vibration were highly effective when they 

were used simultaneously. Audio feedback of 70 dB and tactile feedback of 300 ms 1-

beat vibration showed the best result. (Hwangbo et al., 2013) 
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2.3 Senior Citizens and new technologies 

Bharucha et al. (2009) categorized assistive tools and systems, accompanied with new 

technologies for supporting aging-in-place, into four main categories: 1. Cognitive aids, 

2. Environmental, 3. Physiological/functional, 4. Advanced integrated sensor set. They 

divided cognitive aids tools to three subcategories, which are prospective memory aids, 

aphasia & agnosia tools, and visuospatial dysfunction tools.  

Memory aid cognitive tools assist people suffering from dementia by implementing 

artificial intelligence to remind activities and guidance people in daily routine; memory 

aid cognitive tools mostly should be programmed beforehand. Context awareness tools 

such as memory glasses are proper example of cognitive aid tools. Memory glasses 

work as a reminder to users, without distraction in sensitive and dangerous situations. 

Location awareness and context awareness tools could prevent distracting users in life-

threatening events. For example, reminders and notifications could distract users when 

they are walking across the street. Important objective of context awareness system is to 

attain information about user's situation and interact with users based on the 

information. (Bharucha, Anand, Forlizzi, Dew, Reynolds III, Stevens, & Wactlar, 

2009b) 

Environmental tools mostly consist of different kind of sensors such as acoustic, 

pressure or ultrasound sensors to measure user presence, body movement or different 

factors of users' health condition. In Care-watching system, home environment is 

usually the target for implementing the sensors. This type of system with the ability of 

learning users' daily routine is used to monitor users' presence and motions. The system 

should be secured to control door openings, users' identification and so on. (Bharucha, 

Anand, Forlizzi, Dew, Reynolds III, Stevens, & Wactlar, 2009b) 

Biotextile-based system and fabrics with embedded biosensors are tools to physiologic 

monitoring of vital functions. These systems could attain physiological information 

about users' bodies from skin reactions or sweating. Fall detector systems are another 

kind of physiological tool, and main objective is to detect fall events by help of 

unobtrusive sensors. From the technological point of view, recent constructed devices 

are so enough accurate to detect all the fall events without any false alarm. (Bharucha, 

Anand, Forlizzi, Dew, Reynolds III, Stevens, & Wactlar, 2009b) 

2.3.1 Wearable Technologies 

Park et al. (2003) claims healthcare system improvement depends on various variables. 

The system should be safe, effective and patient-centered, and it must provide timely, 

efficient and equitable care to patients. Information is the key point in order to develop 

efficient and timely system. Since, the system is a patients care, the most important part 

of information is accurate and raw data about patient's body and patient environment. In 

order to develop real-time system, data collection and data process should be committed 

as soon as possible. To establish successful health care system, proper information and 

knowledge about patients needs to be accessed in minimum amount of time. Wearable 

technology could be improved by improving the platform for sensing, monitoring and 

processing data while increasing comfortability and convenience. Proper physical 

infrastructure of sensors and systematic approach for monitoring vital signs on users' 

bodies such as heart rate, breathing condition, blood pressure and body temperature 

could improve technology quality along with life quality of patients. Another view 

toward wearable technology is attaining data from ambient environment such as light, 
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temperature and voice instead of just focusing on patients' bodies. (Park & Jayaraman, 

2003) 

Park et al. (2003) stated that six main domain of requirements should be considered in 

the design of wearable technologies. Wearability, durability, performance metrics, 

functionality, maintainability and usability in the field are the main domains. Intimate 

information in requirements should be defined as sub-categories. Being comfortable, no 

skin irritation, being lightweight, easy to put on and take off, and range of motion are 

the most considerable requirements in wearability domain. Salient requirements in 

performance metrics domain are data rate, fault tolerance, cost, data latency, personal 

privacy and manufacturability. Electrical, mechanical, heat and corrosion resistance are 

defined as durability requirements. In the context of maintainability domain, main 

requirements are software upgradable and rechargeable battery. Defining requirements 

in usability is completely dependent on the research field. For example, conforming 

standard protocols from biological or software point of view depends on the research 

area of the assistive device. The last but not the least requirement domain is technology 

functionality. Functionality domain includes most important requirements which are 

monitoring vital signs, consistent communication with external devices, supporting 

safety and increasing caretaking quality of patients. (Park & Jayaraman, 2003) 

2.3.2 Health monitoring technologies  

Bourouis et al. (2011) described various system to monitor health condition of senior 

citizens. Additional to senior citizens, most of these systems are capable of monitoring 

physical impaired people and young children. Welfare services, fire departments and 

hospitals, police station, family and relatives, volunteers and neighbors could play the 

role of remote health assistant in these systems. Most researches on health monitoring of 

subjects are limited in the home environment, and installing different kind of sensors in 

the residence is recommended. 

Apart from health monitoring in the home environment, Bourouis et al. (2011) 

described previous researches on ubiquitous watching information network and 

established utilizing ICT in towns to health monitoring of subjects in the city 

environment. Bourouis et al. (2011) also outlined a system called Telematics to gain 

health information of car driver to communicate with medical center. Smartphone 

provides powerful processors, large-capacity memories and various types of sensors and 

communicator such as GPS tools and acceleration sensors. Abovementioned utilities 

provided researchers with broader opportunity to focus on health monitoring outside of 

subjects' residence. Bourouis et al. (2011) categorized communication methods into 

direct communication between subject and caretakers, periodical reports and request for 

a report by caretakers. (Bourouis et al., 2011) 

2.3.3 Navigation Tools 

Sorri et al. (2011) conducted a way finding experiment on people suffering from various 

range of dementia. Subjects received visual, audio and tactile signals (three different 

modules) in the experiment to walk left, right or forward and reach a specific location. 

Visual signals as arrows were demonstrated on a walker mounted 10.1-inch screen. 

Audio signals as a voice message conveyed to subject through a Bluetooth headset. 

Tactile signals informed subjects by vibrating wristband on left and right wrists. In each 

test subject received signals from two modules simultaneously. Sorri et al. (2011) were 

also willing to determine most efficient module in the navigation test. (Sorri et al., 

2011) 
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Sorri et al. (2011) achieved remarkable results in conducted experiments, which are also 

useful in the experimental level of our study. Most of the subject succeeded to reach the 

target point by the help of the system. Subjects made several mistakes during the test. 

They occasionally continued walking in a straight line instead of turning to left or right. 

However, subjects never turned to left or right mistakenly. Gender and dementia 

severity seemed not to be very effective variable in subject performance. However, it 

turned out that the way-finding ability varies day to day based on the physical condition. 

Physical impairment caused significant difficulties to subject during test events. Visual 

and audio cues made the most efficient guidance to subjects. Tactile signs were not as 

efficient as visual and audio signs. Subjects paid more attention to voice commands if 

their names are attached to orientation voice commands. Since timing is very salient 

factor in the way-finding guidance, confirmation by subject plays an important role in 

the system. (Sorri et al., 2011) 

OldBird project is developed as a context awareness application for remote caregiving 

and monitoring senior citizens suffering from dementia in daily navigational tasks. The 

application is designed to simulate home and city environment in the three-dimensional 

model and demonstrates an isometric view of it to remote caretakers. Workflow engine 

stores, loads and rearranges predefined daily life scenarios and navigation routes. 

Remote assistants include medical caretakers, relatives and friends of senior citizens. 

On the client side, web application provides isometric view and communication panel 

for remote caretakers. In addition to assistance in navigation tasks, OldBird tool 

provides socializing network between caretaker and senior citizens. Assisting several 

senior citizens in navigational tasks simultaneously, reduce cost and save time in 

caretaking activities. (Firouzian & Nissinen, 2013) 

2.4 Tracking Eye Movement Technologies 

Young et al. (1975) conducted research on eye movement tracking methods. They 

investigated types of eye movements and practical techniques to predict eyes focus by 

measuring eye movements. They described eye movements with rotation around the 

horizontal axis and rotation around torsion axis. Movement around torsion axis initially 

starts with movement around the vertical axis. In rapid eye movement, Eye could rotate 

in eye globe by velocity of 400-600 deg/sec. Searching in a close area of 1-40 degrees 

usually does not involve any head motion. Searching in a vast area involves head 

rotation usually, and head starts to rotate after 30-degree rotation of the eye in eye 

globe. In slow eye movement, eyes rotate by the velocity of 1 to 30 deg/sec and the eye 

appear stable in the eye globe. Young et al. (1975) researched on other different eye 

movements, and they conducted experiments to capture the eye focusing by recording 

eye movements in different conditions. (Young & Sheena, 1975) 

Kassner et al. (2012) have developed an instrument with customized software and 

hardware. The tool, which is named Pupil, contains two cameras mounted on the frame 

of glasses. World Camera points at front view of the head and Eye Camera focuses on 

the left eye globe. Eye Camera records pupil movement to provide a video stream for 

capture software. World Camera provides a video stream from user's field of view for 

capture software. Capture software image processed two video streams in run time by 

different process threats. Two versions of the instruments are available in the market. 

Pupil Pro and Pupil Dev slightly differ in the hardware features and price. In order to 

investigate the potential integration capability of the instrument with HMD system, 

Information Processing Science department of Oulu University provides researchers 

with the Pro version of Pupil instrument. (Kassner & Patera, 2012) 
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2.5 Usability Test 

The main objective of conducting user test is to eliminate blocking and problematic 

issues from user's path through the application. Problematic issues mostly cause failure 

in achieving maximum desired usability of the application. Developers' observation of 

their system is the worst way to measure usability of the system. (Nielsen, 1994) 

Analyzing the tasks, which users are supposed to do, help to form and organize interface 

properly. It also provides considerable knowledge to design application concept more 

accurately. Time and cost are other important factors in conducting user test. User test 

brings additional cost to development inevitably. However, based on the research 

context, usability test could be done after development phase. Four to six user testers are 

proper enough to rely on the results. Conducting a usability test with a limited number 

of user tester is always more valuable than not conducting user tests until the end of the 

project. User tests provide reports including findings and recommendations to redesign 

the application. (Donahue, Weinschenk, & Nowicki, 1999) 

User test setting is defined as a number of test users, a moderator, a set of tasks to test 

the system. The tasks should be defined to identify the problems, which have been 

hidden through the development process from developer's point of view. In order to 

organize user test before conducting it, a set of assumptions should be identified. Then, 

the assumption should be evaluated after the user test to help in redesigning the system. 

Prioritizing is the key action when assumptions are defined. Unnecessary features in the 

application should be identified initially and be separated from the desired features for 

the user test. (Jeng, 2005; Sauro & Kindlund, 2005) 

In order to measure usability in the user test, we needed to define following factors: 1. 

Effectiveness means user's ability to accomplish tasks. 2. Efficacy means user's ability 

to accomplish tasks quickly without difficulty and frustration. 3. Satisfaction means 

how much user is enjoying doing tasks. 4. Error frequency and severity means how 

often user makes errors and how serious are the errors. 5. Learnability means how much 

user can learn to use the application after doing the first task. 6. Memorability means 

how much user can remember from the first task when s/he is doing next tasks. (Jeng, 

2005; Sauro & Kindlund, 2005) 
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3. Research Design 

Design science method with applied qualitative and quantitative approaches in the 

research process is the main research method in this study. Research problem and 

motivation of the study are defined in the first step. Then the solution that is the 

proposed artifact is introduced to answer the research problem. Furthermore, controlled 

experiments are conducted to improve and evaluate the usability of the system. 

Qualitative and quantitative methods are considered to interpret data of usability tests. 

In addition, Goal Question Metric guideline provides the theoretical framework to 

improve usability of the system. 

Hevner et al. (2010) introduced design science research method to create noble artifact 

with an innovative concept for answering questions derived by human problems. In 

order to design the artifact, understanding the problem is extremely vital and 

fundamental. In this study, the main research question is triggered based on the 

disability of senior citizens in daily life navigational tasks. By narrowing down the 

subjects of study to senior citizens who are suffering from different kind of dementia 

such as Alzheimer Disease, the problem is accentuated as a challengeable problem of 

subjects. (Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010) 

Nunamaker et al. (1990) sorted design science processes based on the research problem 

into five rubrics: 1. Constructing a conceptual framework, 2. Developing system 

architecture, 3. Analyzing and designing the system, 4. Building the prototype system, 

5. Observing and evaluating the system. Navigational ability problem of senior citizens 

suffering from different kind of dementia in daily routine tasks is the main research 

problem. The prevalence and rampant situation of dementia in senior citizens 

populations require vital needs in dedicated resources for assisting and caretaking of 

senior citizens in place or caretaking centers. It needs involving more facilities, financial 

and human resources. The abovementioned issues provide the primary motivation of the 

study. To resolve the problem, concept of HMD system is introduced and the indicator-

based Smart Glasses is developed to assist senior citizens with simple navigational 

tasks. In this study, the focus is on the constructing the prototype, and more importantly, 

improving and evaluating the performance and usability of the system through pilot and 

usability tests. Evaluation of the prototype in real life situation via experiments would 

demonstrate the competence of the system in solving the mentioned research question. 

(Nunamaker Jr & Chen, 1990; Lääkkö, Firouzian, Tervonen, Yamamoto, & Pulli, 2014) 

Hevner et al. (2010) categorized evaluation methods of design science artifact into five 

categories: observational, analytical, experimental, testing and descriptive. Each 

category includes several narrow sub-categories. Controlled experiment would help to 

study the artifact in the controlled situation and evaluate the usability of the system. 

Simulation would help researchers to evaluate the system in real life situation. 

Functional testing or black box testing would help to detect failures and problems of the 

system. We evaluate the prototype by conducting controlled usability experiments. 

Walking navigational tasks are designed as part of controlled experiments to simulate 

real life problems of senior citizens. Iterative usability experiments examine the system 

to find failures to improve the prototype in the development process. (Hevner & 

Chatterjee, 2010) 
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GQM method is a goal-orientated quality improvement approach to providing guideline 

to perform quality measurement. GQM guideline suggests that improvement metrics 

should be defined based on measurement goal. The guideline defines a quality 

improvement paradigm as a framework. For this purpose, goal should be refined and 

prioritized in early steps of the project. Defined goal facilitates proposing metrics, 

questions and models consecutively. Each question should be answered by assessment 

of a set of metrics. The main goal is fulfilled by answering several defined questions. 

GQM promise would be focusing on the required metrics instead of all the existing 

metrics. First, the guideline proposes planning which include research background 

study, identifying goals, questions and metrics, and then developing measuring plan. 

After that, the execution part is collecting, validating, analyzing and interpreting the 

data. Finally, the analysis phase prepares results for reusing and improvement of the 

system. Naturally, GQM method is quality improvement approach, and it is a proper 

guideline for improvement of HMD system based on the proposed questions. However, 

Assessment of usability metrics fits properly in the guideline to measure the usability of 

the system. (Basili, 1992) 

In order to fulfil the main goal of the study, following research questions are defined: 

 How well would users distinguish LED positions? What are the optimal 

frequency and brightness? 

 What do users interpret from the Smart Glasses cues? 

 How well do users respond to the Smart Glasses cues and voice commands? 

 How usable is the Smart Glasses in navigation tasks on indoor and outdoor 

environments?  

In order to answer abovementioned questions, controlled experiments were designed to 

address the questions individually. In addition, unstructured interviews are conducted to 

attain information about users' attitudes toward usability of the system. While the 

metrics are measured through usability tests via qualitative and quantitative approaches, 

same questions are asked from users directly in unstructured interviews. Users are not 

limited to just answer mentioned questions. We give users opportunity to lead the 

interviews, so we could gain more information about their attitude toward the system. 

Figure 3 demonstrates Goal Question Metric model for HMD system. Metrics are 

explained for specific experiments in usability test section. 
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Figure 3. Model of Goal Question Metric for HMD system. 

First experiment is localizing indicators, and it aims to evaluate and improve visibility 

of individual LED indicators on the frames. LEDs blink individually with specific 

alternatives of frequencies and brightness. Result demonstrated how accurate users 

could recognize individual LED. In other words, results indicate which indicators on the 

frame might be missed when they are blinking, and what indicators might be chosen as 

blinking mistakenly by users. In addition, results clarify satisfactory blinking pattern 

including optimized brightness and frequency for indicators.  

In the second experiment, which is indicator configurations test, different sets of LED 

indicators combinations blink simultaneously, and users are supposed to choose 

interpreted navigational command on test application. Result of localizing indicators 

test is also applied to sets of combinations. It includes optimized frequency, optimized 

brightness and most distinguishable indicators on the frame. Result of indicator 

configuration test demonstrates the most meaningful indicator configurations to convey 

navigational commands. 

In the third test, which is tablet-tracing test, users are supposed to follow predefined 

routes based on navigational commands of indicators cues and voice commands. Users 

perform the test in three separate sets that are guidance with indicators cues, guidance 

with voice commands and guidance with indicators cues and voice commands 

simultaneously. Test sets are conducted in controlled order to evaluate the performance 

of indicators cues guidance after or simultaneous with voice commands. Results of 

localizing indicator test, which are optimized frequency and optimized brightness, are 

applied to blinking indicators. Result of indicators configuration test, which are most 

meaningful combination of indicators for navigational commands, are used as LED 
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cues. The main aim of conducting tablet-tracing test is to evaluate users' reactions to 

visual cues. In addition, tablet-tracing test assesses the learnability of the system when 

audio commands are involved in the system as a separate module or as a working 

parallel module. 

Last test simulates simple navigational tasks for subjects in an open environment. Users 

are supposed to walk on predefined maps while they are guided by visual cues of the 

Smart Glasses. Maps contain the specific number of stops and turning left and right with 

different rotation degrees. Optimized frequency and brightness are applied to blinking 

LED indicators based on the result of localizing indicators test. Navigational commands 

are also defined based on the result of indicators configuration test. Figure 4 

demonstrates the sequence of tests. 

 

Figure 4. The model demonstrates test sequence and the approach for forming variables based 
on previous tests results. 

An innovative concept is introduced by ASTS project to design a noble artifact for 

assisting senior citizens with simple daily navigational tasks. Furthermore, the research 

background fails to provide a suitable benchmark to evaluate the usability of the system. 

As Figure 3 demonstrates, first and second experiment focus on improvement of the 

system by defining more meaningful indicators combinations, and third and fourth 

experiments concentrate on evaluating the system in navigational tasks. The research 

group agreed on conducting controlled experiments in defined sequence that is shown in 

Figure 4. 
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4. Indicator-based Smart Glasses 

Main users of Head Mounted Display system are senior citizens suffering from 

dementia. HMD system is designed to assist senior citizens in daily way-finding tasks. 

Developing a system for aged people suffering from dementia needs to consider various 

factors such as supporting safety and increasing the quality of life. Lilja et al. (2003) 

considers assembling assistive technologies in senior citizens home environment as a 

disadvantage. Accordingly, setup and maintenance of assistive technologies to provide 

smart home need commuting to users' home environment. HMD system would not need 

to be installed in the home environment, but simple instruction to users is necessary 

before using the device. Comfortable condition during usage, easy to put on and take 

off, rechargeable battery and consistent communication with external device and web 

applications are other benefits of the system. Data latency, which is the time that takes 

data is stored and retrieved, is also considered in the design of HMD system, and it 

provides users with real-time navigational tool. Developing the system parallel with 

usability tests and data-driven approach leads iterative improvement and fulfill usability 

factors continuously. For example, usability tests identify and adjust the sensitivity of 

the Smart Glasses in different ambient light. (Lilja et al., 2003; Park & Jayaraman, 

2003) 

4.1 Prototype Design 

HMD prototype consists of two main modules: the Indicator-based Smart Glasses and 

Bluetooth headset. The Smart Glasses assist users via visual cues and Bluetooth headset 

guides users via voice commands. Research group agreed on constructing two main 

prototypes of the Smart Glasses. Two prototypes are designed with implanted indicators 

on different position of the frame. Initial idea for developing two different prototypes is 

to seek which device could convey more meaningful navigational cues by indicators. 

Figure 5 depicts first prototype with 12 LED indicators implanted on the frame of 

eyeglasses. Figure 6 depicts second prototype with six LED indicators implanted on the 

frame of the eyeglasses. 

 

Figure 5. First version of the Indicator-based Smart Glasses prototype design with 12 LED 
indicators blinking in colors of red and green. 
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Figure 6. Second version of the Smart Glasses prototype design with 6 LED indicators blinking 
in colors of red and green. 

Both prototypes were implemented in the frame of an eyeglass in order to conduct 

similar usability tests simultaneously. Furthermore, after first two pilot tests, results 

demonstrate none of the individual prototypes could convey optimal navigational cues 

to users completely. Therefore, the mixed version which is used in the pilot testing, 

must be considered as the suitable prototype. Figure 7 depicts the mixed version of the 

Smart Glasses prototype design that consists of 14 LED indicators on the frame of 

eyeglasses. 

 

Figure 7. Front side view of eyeglasses demonstrates LED indicators positions on the frame. ( 
R/L: Right/Left, T/B: Top/Bottom, L/M: Lateral/Medial) 

Number of designs is created to optimize the shape of the frame and reduce weight of 

eyeglasses for further development. However, Initial prototype would fulfill essential 

requirements for pilot and usability experiments. Since construction is in the initial 

phase of development, the current design fails to fulfill customer and market 

requirements. Figure 8 demonstrates front side view of the Smart Glasses. 
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Figure 8. First constructed prototype of the Indicator-based Smart Glasses. 

Surface mount 5mm multicolor LEDs are implanted on the frame of the eyeglasses. The 

LED indicators blink in different colors of red, green and yellow based on the receiving 

electrical pulse on different nodes. Figure 9 demonstrates picture of the Indicator-based 

Smart Glasses, and positions of implanted LED indicators are shown in white circles. 

LED indicators are switched on by power supply of 3.3V and 10-20mA. They are 

controlled via two TLC5940 LED derivers. LED derivers are 16-channel, Pulse-Width 

Modulated (PWM) with constant current sink output. The drivers receive data in the 

form of a bit array from a programmable low-power ATMega148V micro-controller. 

The micro-controller and the drivers are connected via Serial Peripheral Interface bus. A 

Li-ion battery supplies needed electrical power for the micro-controller. Two resistors 

with resistance of 10k Ohm and 3.3k Ohm and a capacitor with the capacity of 1uF are 

used to stabilize the voltage in proper charging circuit. A Micropower voltage regulator 

and a boost converter are used to stabilize the battery voltage to 5V for the 

microcontroller. It is estimated 35% of power is lost in micro-power, boost converter 

and wiring. Figure 10 depicts a diagram demonstrating electrical components and 

connections of HMD system. 

 

Figure 9. Picture of the prototype; positions of LED indicators are demonstrated by white circle. 
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Figure 10. Electrical components and connectors. 

LEDs should blink individually or in a group with specific brightness and frequencies. 

Pattern of blinking indicators is encrypted in 32-bit array data. It includes brightness and 

indicators configurations. The frequency and blinking time duration are defined in the 

sequence and time duration of sending the bit array data. Microcontroller receives the 

bit array data from an Android application via a Bluetooth Serial Port Profile (SPP) 

module. The SPP is a gateway to convey 32-bit commands from Android application to 

the Smart Glasses. First 28 bits represent binary variable for switching on the LED 

indicators. The first 28 bits are divided to 14 pairs of bit, and each pair of bits indicates 

the color of specific LED indicator. If the first bit is set, the LED indicator blinks in red. 

If the second bit is set, the LED indicator blinks in green. If both bits are set, the LED 

indicator blinks in yellow. However, yellow color of LED indicators is never used in 

forming navigational commands, but it is considered in the design of the prototype with 

respect to the future need in further development. Last 4 bits define the brightness of 

LEDs. Voice commands are also sent from Android application to the Bluetooth headset 

simultaneously as translation of 32-bit LEDs' commands. (Lääkkö, Firouzian, Tervonen, 

Yamamoto, & Pulli, 2014) 
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5. User Test Experiment 

Several usability factors should be assessed to improve and evaluate the usability of 

HMD system in real life navigation tasks. Since the Smart Glasses assist users in 

different environments, captivating level of indicators' brightness and suitable LEDs' 

colors might vary in different ambient light such as outdoor and indoor environments, 

day and night. Indicating directions via single LED indicator or a combination of LED 

indicators should be investigated through the user tests. Simultaneous blinking of 

combination of LED indicators is presented as indicators configuration in this study. 

Possible navigational commands in usability tests are four main directions, which are 

"Up", "Down", "Left", "Right" and four intercardinal directions. Intercardinal directions 

are referred as "UpRight", "UpLeft", "DownRight", "DownLeft" in this study. 

Indicating directions by indicators on just one lens or both lenses of the Smart Glasses 

would be also investigated through the user experiment. Indicator's blinking pattern is 

known as the color, brightness and frequency of blinking indicator. One of the research 

objectives is to identify optimized blinking pattern in different ambient lights. In 

addition, blinking pattern might be personalized based on the age and visual ability of 

users.  

The HMD system consists of two main modules, which are the Smart Glasses and 

Bluetooth headset. Most of the experiments in this study focus on the Smart Glasses to 

evaluate efficacy, effectiveness and satisfaction of the system. In tablet-tracing user test, 

Bluetooth headset is also integrated into the system, and learnability factor of the system 

is evaluated when users are guided by voice commands and visual cues. Objective of 

tablet-tracing test is to evaluate users' reactions to the HMD's commands. The HMD 

system assists users in three states: 1. guidance via visual cues, 2. guidance via voice 

commands, 3. guidance via both visual cues and voice commands simultaneously. 

Tablet tracing and walking in an open environment tests help research group to measure 

the proper time delay from the system command to users' reactions.  

Donahue et al. (1999) state conducting pilot testing early before usability experiments is 

necessary when users of the system are participants with disabilities and the introduced 

technology would not fit in previous research studies. HMD system is an innovative 

tool to assist senior citizens in daily navigational tasks. Prior research studies fail to 

provide adequate evaluation benchmark for this study. It is essential to recruit senior 

citizens for usability testing. Additionally, recruiting senior citizens needs formal 

procedures. Above-mentioned reasons derived the research group to conduct initial pilot 

testing to optimize and improve test protocols before conducting usability tests. 

Conducting pilot testing helps the researchers to identify system failures, improve 

usability test protocols, and clarify best practice in data collection and interpreting raw 

data from user tests. (Donahue et al., 1999; Jeng, 2005) 

Each user test is designed to seek an answer to a particular question. Result of each user 

test is applied to the protocol of the next user test. Therefore, it is important to consider 

the consecutive order of pilot tests and usability tests. Localizing indicators test is the 

first test to identify distinguishable indicators and satisfactory blinking patterns. Then, 

configuration indicators experiment seeks for the most meaningful indicators 

combination to convey navigational commands. After that, tablet-tracing test evaluates 

user response to visual cues and voice commands. Then, walking in an open 
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environment test assesses usability of the HMD system in simple real navigational 

tasks. All abovementioned user tests are conducted in the indoor environment. For 

further evaluating the system, another localizing indicators experiment in an outdoor 

environment is necessary to identify optimized blinking pattern in the outdoor 

environment. In addition, walking test in open outdoor environment evaluates usability 

of the system for navigational tasks in outdoor ambient light. Questionnaires for 

subjective experience whilst using the prototype were formed to help in data collection 

alongside the quantitative analysis. Unstructured interviews about users' attitudes 

towards assistive navigation technology are conducted after the test experiments. Lilja 

et al. (2003) accentuate the importance of user attitudes towards new technologies, 

especially when primary users are senior citizens. It is believed that users' attitudes 

toward the system could strongly affect performance in using the system. (Lilja et al., 

2003) 

Customized Android applications are developed for localizing indicators test, indicators 

configuration test, tablet-tracing and open environment test. All application store log 

files, which contain command's properties such as sending time, brightness, frequency 

and indicators configurations. Other requirements are explained in test protocols 

separately. Eclipse Java EE IDE (Indigo version) and Android SDK are the main tools 

to develop Android applications. XML code are used for designing the graphical 

interfaces, it facilitates modification in size and spacing of buttons based on users visual 

and interaction abilities. Two web applications are developed to monitor user's actions 

and preferences during the localizing indicators and indicators configuration test in the 

indoor environment. Visual Studio and Silverlight development kit are used for the 

development. 

Pilot tests and usability tests are described in the following chapters. Objective of user 

tests, subjects of tests, inclusion and exclusion criteria, method of data collection, 

analysis and results are also explained in detail. 

5.1 Pilot Testing 

Pilot tests are conducted in the University of Oulu. Subjects of the experiments are 

Finnish students of computer architecture course and international students of GS3D 

program. Subjects are recruited through the mailing list, and none of them is involved in 

the research project. A video presentation and several documents are sent to volunteers 

as an initial introduction. Subjects filled in personal information and consent form. 

Documents are stored in a locked room in Information Processing Science department 

in the University of Oulu. Following sub-sections describe pilot tests objectives, 

inclusion and exclusion criteria in subject recruitment and methods of data collection 

and data analysis for each pilot test. Finally yet importantly, the results and findings for 

each pilot test are explained and tabulated in the end each chapter. 

5.1.1 Localizing Indicators Pilot Test 

Three subjects participated on the localizing indicators pilot test. Subjects are male 

Finnish students of computer architecture course, and they are not involved in 

researches of ASTS projects. The test is conducted in the laboratory of information 

processing science department in the University of Oulu. Test subjects are known 

through research ID, and they are addressed via subject A, B, and C in localizing 

indicator test. Subjects' ages are from 20 to 23. The median age of users is 21.33 years. 

None of the subjects suffers from color blindness, migraine and epilepsy. They do not 

have visual problem and health condition such as contract surgery, which affect their 
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performance. Subject B uses eyeglasses for most of the working hours, and he used 

eyeglasses during the test. Subjects agreed that the experiment would be video recorded. 

Users are encouraged to talk loudly during the test. Test administrator reports users' 

point of view for further analysis. Three cameras records instructor LED selection, 

participants' eye movement and participants LED selection simultaneously. 

Fourteen indicator positions on the frame of glasses are considered to be localized in 

this pilot test. In order to simplify result interpretation, LED positions are indicated with 

English letters demonstrated in Figure 11. LED indicators blink individually in colors of 

red and green in specified positions. 

 

Figure 11.Indicating LEDs' positions with Letters. 

Fourteen LED indicators blink individually in colors of green and red for each subject. 

It totally provides 28 possible options, and subject is supposed to identify positions and 

color of LED indicators. Twenty-eight colored indicators are divided into three sets 

randomly and LED indicators in each set blink with a particular frequency and 

brightness. Considering the maximum brightness of LEDs as 15, Table 1 demonstrates 

blinking pattern of indicators in each set. All individual LEDs blink for three seconds 

and then they turn off. Different blinking LED indicators in each set are demonstrated in 

appendix 1.  

Table 1. Blinking pattern of LED sets assigned to users. 

Participants Set Frequency Brightness 

User A Set 1 1 Hz 4 

User A Set 2 1.5 Hz 8 

User A Set 3 2 Hz 12 

User B Set 1 2 Hz 4 

User B Set 2 1 Hz 8 

User B Set 3 1.5 Hz 12 

User C Set 1 1.5 Hz 4 

User C Set 2 2 Hz 8 

User C Set 3 1 Hz 12 
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Since Bayesian analysis is used as the primary approach to analyzing collected data in 

this pilot test, it is necessary to be explained in detail. Figure 12 demonstrates Gold 

Standard with mathematical calculation of Bayesian variables. Two types of indicators 

recognizing by user might lead to failure. Users might miss identifying blinking 

indicator, which is False Negative, or they may choose a LED as a blinking indicator 

while it is not blinking which is False Positive. Bayesian statistic is widely used in 

medical and clinical biochemistry research studies. Applications of Bayesian statistic 

assist researchers to evaluate the accuracy of diagnosing methods in different areas such 

as disease diagnosis. In this pilot testing, Sensitivity is the proportion of correctly 

identified blinking indicators, and Specificity is the proportion of correctly recognized 

unlit indicators. Sensitivity and Specificity would provide quantitative information to 

localize LED indicators on the frame. Positive Predictive Value (PPV) and Negative 

Predictive Values (NPV) are other applications of Bayesian statistic. PPV illustrates the 

likelihood of a true diagnosis of a positive event (blinking indicator) and NPV 

demonstrates the likelihood of a true diagnosis of a negative event (unlit indicator). In 

other word, when a user indicates that the green indicator in position A is blinking, PPV 

is the likelihood of being correct. Furthermore, when the user indicates something else 

than green LED in position A is blinking, NPV is the likelihood of being correct in that 

green LED in position of A is not blinking. These values explain the potential confusion 

in recognizing LEDs. (Manel, Williams, & Ormerod, 2001; McFall & Treat, 1999) 

 

Figure 12. Gold standard demonstrates mathematic calculation of bayesian variables. 

Table 2 demonstrates expected variable for measuring in the pilot test. PPV for LED 

indicator positions represents number of times an LED indicator in a specific position is 

correctly identified as blinking, in relation to the total number of times the LED 

indicator is recognized blinking correctly or falsely. Higher value of PPV shows higher 

probability in correct identifying when LED indicator is blinking. NPV for LED 

indicator positions defines number of times an LED indicator in a specific position is 

correctly identified as not blinking, in relation to the total number of times the LED 

indicator correctly or falsely is identified as not blinking. Higher value of NPV displays 

higher probability of correct identifying when LED indicator is not blinking. PPV and 

NPV focus on probability of user's identifications, while Sensitivity and Specificity 

provide accurate information on probability identifications of LED indicators. 

Sensitivity indicates number of times a LED position is correctly identified as blinking, 

in relation to the number of times the LED is blinking. Specificity indicates number of 

times a LED position is correctly identified as not blinking, in relation to the number of 

times the LED is not blinking. To achieve optimized frequency and brightness, we 

calculated PPV, NPV, Sensitivity and Specificity for particular brightness and 

frequency instead of each LED indicator position. In other word, numbers of correct and 

false identifying LEDs with specific frequency are calculated. 
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Table 2. Outcome variables in recognizing individual LED indicators. 

Variable description Unit 

The number of times an LED position is 

correctly identified as blinking, in relation to 

the number of times the LED is recognized as 

blinking. 

Positive predictive value 

The number of times a LED position is 

correctly identified as not blinking, in relation 

to the number of times the LED is recognized 

as not blinking. 

Negative predictive value 

The number of times a LED position is 

correctly identified as blinking, in relation to 

the number of times the LED is blinking. 

Sensitivity 

The number of times a LED position is 

correctly identified as not blinking, in relation 

to the number of times the LED is not 

blinking. 

Specificity 

Difference between indicators' Colors Differences in sensitivity/specificity/predictive values 

Difference between indicators' Frequencies Differences in sensitivity/specificity/predictive values 

Difference between indicators' Brightness Differences in sensitivity/specificity/predictive values 

Perceived comfort of blinking pattern Scale 

Based on 5-point Likert scale 

 

In order to store user preferences on indicator recognizing in the pilot test, a Silverlight 

web application is developed. The application contains two panels. A panel simulates 

shape of the Smart Glasses with red and green buttons placed in corresponding LED 

positions on the frame. Users are supposed to click the button when the corresponding 

LED indicator is blinking. Individual LEDs are blinking by time interval of 5 seconds. 

If subject fail to click any button during the blinking time and 5 seconds time interval 

after blinking, it is considered that subject has failed to recognize the position of blinked 

LED. Test administrator explains to users that after clicking buttons in the test 

application, the color of the button will be yellow for 2 seconds, so clicked button is 

recognizable for subjects. If subject clicks more than one button during the blinking 

time and 5-second time interval after that, it is assumed that the subject choose the last 

clicked button. Another panel provides users with a 5-scale Likert smiley faces, and 

users could indicate their satisfaction level with indicator blinking pattern via clicking 

on the button of the panel. In order to analyze the users' success and satisfactions, log 

file stores data of all the pressed buttons and time. A screenshot of application is shown 

in appendix 2. 

Table 3 demonstrates result of the test based on the position of LEDs on the Figure 11, 

Difference between LEDs colors, frequencies and brightness are demonstrated in Table 

5, Table 6 and Table 7 respectively. Table 8 tabulates list of falsely identified LEDs. 
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Table 3. Result of values for sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of LED position. 

Variable Number of times LED blink Sensitivity Specificity PPV   NPV 

A 6 1.000 0.990 0.857 1.000 

B 6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

C 6 0.500 0.993 0.750 0.981 

D 6 0.833 0.993 0.833 0.993 

E 5 1.000 0.987 0.714 1.000 

F 6 1.000 0.993 0.857 1.000 

G 6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

H 6 0.833 0.987 0.714 0.993 

I 6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

J 6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

K 6 0.666 0.993 0.800 0.987 

L 6 0.666 0.993 0.800 0.987 

M 6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

N 6 0.833 1.000 1.000 0.993 

 

Based on demonstrated result on Table 3, Sensitivity demonstrates users could 

accurately identify LEDs on positions A, B, E, F, G, I, J and M. Positions C, K and L 

would be easily missed. Specificity indicates C, E and H are positions, which other 

LEDs are easily mistaken for. Based on the users' expression, one of the reasons for 

falsely identifying LEDs is LED light reflections. For instance, "There was some 

reflection on the other side of the screen, for example, when L was lit; it gave some 

reflection to the other side," subject A stated. Subjects are considered not to have any 

difference in the left and right eyes. Subjects who are suffering from visual impairment 

in just one eye are excluded from the tests. Therefore, the preliminary result has to be 

analyzed in a symmetric match on the vertical axis.  

Table 4 demonstrates Sensitivity and Specificity values for symmetric match on the 

different position of indicators. Figure 13 show indicators locations with low specificity 

and low sensitivity. Low Sensitivity means users are likely to miss these blinking 

indicators. Low Specificity means users are likely to choose these indicators mistakenly 

while other indicators are blinking. 
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Table 4. Result of values for sensitivity, specificity based on symmetrical match on the vertical 
axis. 

Variable Sensitivity Specificity 

A,F 1.000 0.991 

B,E 1.000 0.993 

C,D 0.666 0.993 

G,H 0.916 0.993 

I,N 0.916 1.000 

J,M 1.000 1.000 

K,L 0.666 0.993 

 

It is difficult to claim that the Sensitivity values for nasal indicators and Specificity 

values for top-lateral indicators as significant values. However, these values are 

proportion of true and false diagnosis of blinking indicators. Therefore, Sensitivity and 

Specificity of blinking indicators' positions are compared to each other via above tables. 

Indicators are considered to be involved in the indicators combination to convey 

navigational commands bases on the abovementioned comparison. 

 

Figure 13. Low Sensitivity and low Specificity for symmetric match of indicators positions. 

Based on demonstrated result on Table 5, sensitivity indicates red indicators are more 

distinguishable than green indicators. The concept of using green and red LEDs cues is 

derived from the traffic light set. In the other word, green light cues are considered as 

navigational commands to define directions, and red cues are considered as warning 

command to stop users in navigational tasks. 

Table 5. Result of color sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV. 

Variable Number of times LED blink Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV 

Green 41 0.853 0.994 0.853 0.994 

Red 42 0.904 0.996 0.904 0.996 
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Table 6 demonstrates LEDs indicators with frequency of 1 Hz achieved higher value in 

Sensitivity than indicators with frequency of 1.5 Hz and 2 Hz. It means LED indicators 

with frequency of 1 Hz are more recognizable than other two alternative frequencies. 

Table 6. Result of frequency sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV. 

Variable Number of times LED blink Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV 

Freq 1 27 0.925 0.994 0.925 0.994 

Freq 1.5 28 0.851 0.989 0.851 0.989 

Freq 2 28 0.857 0.989 0.857 0.989 

 

Brightness is measured based on the current amperage, which is drawn by LED. Based 

on the used amperage, the brightness scale is measured from zero to 15. Since LEDs 

have different amperage consumption for blinking red and green indicators, real 

brightness for same brightness level is different. In order to solve the problem, 

brightness sensitivity and specificity are calculated for each color separately.  

Table 7. Result of brightness sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV. (g: green; r: red) 

Variable Number of times 

LED blink 

Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV 

Bright 4-g 18 0.722 0.978 0.722 0.978 

Bright 4-r 9 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Bright 8-g 11 0.909 0.993 0.909 0.993 

Bright 8-r 15 0.866 0.989 0.866 0.989 

Bright 12-g 12 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Bright 12-r 18 0.888 0.991 0.888 0.991 

 

Sensitivity on Table 7 demonstrates green indicators are more recognizable with the 

brightness level 12 and red indicators are more recognizable with the brightness level 4. 

Table 8 illustrates a list of falsely identified indicators. The list contains green indicators 

with the brightness of 4 and 8, and red indicators with the brightness of 8 and 12. 

Ambient brightness in the test environment is measured via illumination measurement 

device as 200-300 lx. 
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Table 8. List of Falsely identified LEDs. 

Blinked LED Identified LED Brightness Frequency 

C-green E-green 4 2 Hz 

K-green L-green 4 2 Hz 

C-red D-red 8 1 Hz 

K-red A-red 12 1.5 Hz 

L-red H-red 12 1 Hz 

H-red F-red 8 2 Hz 

D-green C-green 4 1.5 Hz 

C-green E-green 4 1.5 Hz 

N-green H-green 4 1.5 Hz 

L-green K-green 8 2 Hz 

 

Subjects are encouraged to express their ideas and feelings during the test while they are 

video recorded. Unstructured interview is conducted after pilot test; so, users could 

express their ideas if they have missed to demonstrate it by a smiley face panel. They 

could also provide researchers with more accurate reasoning about their feeling, and 

give suggestion to improve the system. 

Lilja et al. (2003) stated attitudes of users toward assistive new technologies before 

practical usage could affect the efficiency of the technologies. Users with negative 

attitudes toward new assistive technologies are likely to deny using them in daily life 

while people with a positive attitude have the chance for adoption of new technologies. 

Appendix 3 demonstrates questionnaire about subjects' attitudes toward assistive 

technologies, navigation tools and usefulness of a system like Indicator-based Smart 

Glasses in daily life situations. (Lilja et al., 2003) 

All subjects agreed that assistive technologies would increase daily life quality, and 

navigation tools improve the way-finding ability in users of the system. All subjects had 

positive attitudes toward the Smart Glasses and agreed that it could assist senior citizens 

in daily navigational tasks. However, subject A stated the shape and design of the 

prototype need to be improved, and the current prototype is heavy to be used in daily 

activities.  

Unstructured interview with users reveals their attitudes about blinking patterns and 

help to localize LED indicators position in the frame of the Smart Glasses. Users agreed 

that the current duration blinking time, which is three seconds, is satisfactory. Subject A 

stated that nasal (close to the nose) LED indicators are quite difficult to recognize, 

which is completely supported by statistical results. "It was easier to recognize LEDs in 

the second set; both frequency and brightness was better in the second set. Brightness in 

the third set was ok with green LEDs, but it was occasionally overwhelming and a bit 

annoying with red LEDs," subject A stated. In the second set, indicators were blinking 

with the frequency of 1.5Hz and brightness of 8, while frequency was 1Hz, and 
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brightness was 4 in the first set. It clearly backs up the statistic result, which shows 

brightness of four is satisfactory for red indicators and is not suitable for green 

indicators. In the third set, brightness was 12, and the user's statement entirely supports 

statistical results. The statistical result shows satisfactory brightness of green indicators 

is 12 and proper brightness is 4 for Red indicators.  

Subject B used eyeglasses during the test, and it seems sometimes frame of eyeglasses 

prevent reaching direct light from the Smart Glasses to his eyes. "Red light in position 

of A was difficult to recognize. Red light in positions of F and N is hard to recognize 

because of reflection," He stated. Based on the statistical result, Sensitivity of position 

N indicator is 0.83, and it means a high probability in identifying other indicators by 

users while indicator in position N is blinking. Subject C stated that in the set with 

brightness of 12, indicators blinking were dazzling. Since six out of ten blinking 

indicators with brightness of 12 were red, it supports previous finding that claimed 

brightness of four is satisfactory brightness for red indicators.  

Localizing indicators experiment demonstrated that nasal indicators are the most 

confusing indicators to be recognized by users. In addition, optimized blinking patterns 

are achieved for red and green indicators. It shows three seconds blinking with 

frequency of 1 Hz and brightness of 4 and 12 for red and green indicators respectively 

are a satisfactory pattern for indoor environments. Furthermore, localizing indicators 

blinking test should be conducted again in an outdoor environment to achieve optimized 

blinking pattern in outdoor ambient light. The test should be also conducted again with 

senior citizens as usability test in indoor and outdoor environments. 

5.1.2 Indicators Configurations Pilot Test 

Five subjects participated in indicators configuration test. Subjects are male Finnish 

students of computer architecture course and international students from the GS3D 

master program. Subjects are not involved in researches of ASTS project. The test is 

conducted in the laboratory of Information Processing Science department at the 

University of Oulu. The test subjects are known through research ID, and they are 

addressed by subject A, B, C, D and E in this pilot test. The Smart Glasses concept is 

explained to them before conducting the test via test instruction and descriptive video of 

the Smart Glasses. Subjects' ages are from 20 to 30. The median age of users is 24.6 

years. None of the subjects suffers from color blindness, migraine and epilepsy. They do 

not have visual problem and health condition such as contract surgery, which affect 

their performance in the test. Subject B uses eyeglasses for most of the working hours, 

and he used eyeglasses during the test. Subjects agreed that the test would be video 

recorded. Users are encouraged to talk loudly during the test. Test administrator reports 

subjects' point of view for further analysis. Three cameras, video record indicators 

selection by instructor, participants' eye movement and indicators selection by subjects 

simultaneously. 

Aim of conducting indicators configuration experiment is to identify optimized 

combination of blinking indicators as a group to represent navigational commands. 

Navigational commands include different directions, confirmation and cancellation. In 

order to simplify result interpretation, LED positions are indicated with an English letter 

in Figure 14. Indicators blink simultaneously in combination in color of red and green 

during the indicator configuration test. 
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Figure 14. Indicating LEDs' positions by Letters. 

Result of localizing indicators test provides optimized blinking pattern in indoor 

environments. This result is applied in the protocol of indicators configuration test. It 

narrows down possible alternative for configurations of indicators combinations. By 

considering the maximum brightness of indicators to 15, red indicators blink by 

brightness of 4 and green indicators blink by brightness of 12. Frequency of 1Hz is also 

applied to all blinking indicators. In this pilot test, combination of LED indicators blink 

for three seconds simultaneously and then they turn off. Subjects are supposed to link 

navigational commands to blinking indicators combinations. Result of test provides 

most meaningful combinations to convey navigational commands. However, optimized 

blinking pattern and indicators combination might differ in outdoor environments or 

usability tests with senior citizens. Therefore, these tests need to be iterated in an 

outdoor environment and with real users of the system.  

All the possible commands of the Smart Glasses are divided to ten navigational control 

states to simplify and organize the test. After discussions on several meetings of the 

research project, sets of possible combinations are defined for all the states. The 

combinations are set intuitively, and based on the researchers' point of views. Result of 

localizing indicators test is also considered as a factor in choosing alternative 

combinations. For example, since identifying of nasal indicators is difficult for users in 

the first pilot test, using nasal LEDs has the lowest priority to be included in 

configurations. Ten possible navigational control states are "Up", "Down", "Left", 

"Right", "UpLeft", "UpRight", "DownLeft", "DownRight", "Cancel" and "Confirm". 

Alternative configurations for navigational control states are demonstrated in appendix 

4. indicators configurations are shown to users in a randomized order. Users are asked 

to indicate their interpretation of blinking indicators configuration from the list of ten 

navigational control states or if they find it difficult to link configuration to any possible 

command, they could ignore the configuration. Table 9 demonstrates expected variable 

for measuring in the test. 

Table 9. Outcome variables in symbol recognition for groups of one. 

Variable Description Unit Measured by 

Primary interpretation of a 

configuration 
Count (%) Expressed interpretation 

 

In order to store data from indicators recognizing of users in the pilot test, a Silverlight 

web application is developed. The application contains two panels. A panel contains ten 

buttons, which demonstrate possible navigational commands. Eight buttons in the shape 
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of arrows indicating four principal and four diagonal directions. A button demonstrates 

confirmation, and a button represents cancelation. Indicators combinations blink with 

the time interval of five seconds. If subject fail to click any button in blinking time and 

5-second time interval, it is considered that the subject fails to interpret meaning of 

visual cue. If subject clicks more than one button in blinking time and 5-second time 

interval, it is assumed that the subject has chosen the last clicked button as the 

interpreted meaning of the visual cue. Another panel provides users with a 5-scale 

Likert smiley faces, and users could indicate their satisfaction level with indicators 

configuration by clicking on the buttons of the panel. In order to analyze subjects' 

preferences and satisfactions, log file stores data of all the pressed buttons and time. A 

screenshot of Silverlight application is shown in appendix 5. 

Subjects are asked to click just one button on the screen during blinking of a 

configuration. Users were also asked to focus forward on the screen instead of looking 

on the frame of eyeglasses and waiting for blinking indicators; it was asked from users 

in order to simulate real life situation in the test. Ambient brightness in the test 

environment is measured via illumination measurement device as 200-300 lx. 

Appendix 6 displays all the indicators configurations, which are shown to the subjects. 

Configurations are enumerated based on the configuration list in appendix 4. To analyze 

preliminary result, appendix 5 and 6 demonstrate the count percentage of desired 

direction's identification for each indicators configuration. The purpose of the indicators 

configuration pilot test was to identify most meaningful configurations for each 

navigational command. Subjects are considered not to have any difference in the left 

and right eyes. Subjects who are suffering from visual impairment in just one eye are 

excluded from the tests. Therefore, the preliminary result has to be analyzed in a 

symmetric match on the vertical axis. Table 10 illustrates the symmetrical match on the 

vertical axis in the middle of the Smart Glasses. Configurations are enumerated based 

on the list of configuration on the appendix 4. Table 10 shows the total number of times 

an indicators configuration is selected as a navigational command. True selection is 

number of times users select predefined command for indicators configuration, and false 

selection is the number of times users select other navigational commands other than 

predefined navigational command for the configuration. Table 11 demonstrates suitable 

configuration for different directions and commands. 
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Table 10. Symmetrical match on the vertical axis. 

Configuration Total True False True Recognition Percentage 

1 5 4 1 80.00 

2 3 3 0 100.00 

3 3 3 0 100.00 

4 5 4 1 80.00 

5 2 1 1 50.00 

6 3 3 0 100.00 

7,11 10 9 1 90.00 

8,12 8 4 4 50.00 

9,13 7 5 2 71.42 

10,14 7 1 6 14.28 

15,21 7 2 5 28.57 

16,22 7 3 4 42.85 

17,23 10 10 0 100.00 

18,25 7 7 0 100.00 

19,24 6 2 4 33.33 

20,26 5 1 4 20.00 

27,33 7 3 4 42.85 

28,34 6 5 1 83.33 

29,35 10 7 3 70.00 

30,37 8 7 1 87.50 

31,36 9 2 7 22.22 

32,38 7 4 3 57.14 

39 4 3 1 75.00 

40 4 2 2 50.00 

41 4 2 2 50.00 

42 3 0 3 0.00 

43 4 3 1 75.00 

44 4 4 0 100.00 

45 5 5 0 100.00 

46 4 3 1 75.00 
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Table 11. Best blinking configuration of LEDs for command and direction states. 

Direction/Command Best Configuration 

Up 

 

Down 

 

Left/Right 

/  

UpLeft/UpRight 

/  

DownLeft/DownRight 

/  

Confirm 

 

Cancel 

 

 

All subjects have positive attitudes toward assistive technologies and navigation tools 

on daily life quality and way-finding ability respectively. They agreed that the Smart 

Glasses with further development could assist senior citizens in daily navigational tasks. 

However, the subjects concern about the privacy and ethical issues. Subject C 

mentioned the system would be more beneficial to physical impaired people and 

citizens suffering from dementia with physical impairment.  

Unstructured interview revealed subjects' attitudes towards configuration indicators and 

help to categorize indicators configurations. All users agreed that indicators' brightness 

is suitable for indoor environments. Subject C said that decreasing brightness of 

indicators might cause difficulty in indicators recognition. "Red LEDs brightness is a bit 

annoying," subject D stated; red LEDs brightness is 4 in the test. Three of users are 

satisfied with blinking frequency of 1Hz while two other users would prefer less 

frequency and static light. So, lower brightness for red indicators and lower frequency 

need to be included in alternative blinking pattern on future localizing indicators 

experiment. Users agreed that the current duration blinking time is fine; that is three 

seconds. The most important finding in the unstructured interview is the consensus of 

users on the number of simultaneous blinking indicators. They all said that identifying 

directions and commands becomes difficult by increasing number of simultaneous 

blinking indicators. 

Configuration indicators experiment revealed the most meaningful indicator 

combinations as visual cues to indicate navigational commands. In addition, blinking 

patterns are confirmed to be satisfactory in indoor environments. It shows blinking 
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patterns with a frequency of 1 Hz or less for three seconds and brightness of 4 and 12 

for red and green indicators respectively are optimized pattern for indoor environments. 

Furthermore, the configuration indicators blinking test should be performed in an 

outdoor environment. The test should also be conducted with senior citizens as usability 

test in indoor and outdoor environments. 

5.1.3  Tablet Tracing Pilot Test 

Six subjects participated in the tablet tracing pilot test. Two subjects are Finnish 

students of computer architecture course, and four subjects are international students 

from a master degree program of GS3D in Information Processing Science department. 

Subjects are not involved in researches of ASTS project. The test is conducted in the 

laboratory of Information Processing Science department in the University of Oulu. 

Subjects are known through research ID, and they are addressed by subject A, B, C, D, 

E in this test. Subjects' ages are from 23 to 32. The median age of users is 28.16 years. 

None of the subjects suffers from color blindness and epilepsy. They do not visual 

problem and health condition such as contract surgery, which affect their performance. 

Subject C and subject F are suffering from mild migraine, and subject C is using 

eyeglasses for most of working time, but she would not use eyeglasses during the test. 

Subjects agreed that the test would be video recorded. Users are encouraged to talk 

loudly during the test. Two cameras record movement of Subjects' finger and 

participants' eye movement. 

The user test system contains two modules; first module is an Android application 

running on a 10.1-inch display, and second module is the Smart Glasses to assist users 

with navigation commands. The android application initially, stores predefined routes 

and then the data is sent to the Smart Glasses based on the position of finger or pen on 

the screen. 

The Android application provides users with an interface with 15*21 cell matrices; 

visible borders separate cells and visual interface is shown to users as a grid view, so the 

user can easily distinguish cells. A tablet device with 10.1-inch screen runs the Android 

application. The tablet device provides large-scale screen to minimize mistakes on 

touching the screen. However, using a touch screen device would be a potential threat 

for mistakes in this experiment. After presenting each navigational command by the 

system, the subject is supposed to touch the cell that visual cue or voice command are 

addressing. If user can succeed to touch desired cell correctly, then the system proceed 

to send next navigational commands for the next cell in the route. Otherwise, the system 

provides another navigational command to address the desired cell based on the current 

position of the finger or stylus on the screen. Application stores all the data about users' 

preferences, touch screen events, time, success or failure in proceeding the commands 

for further analysis. 

Hwangbo et al. (2013) conducted an experiment on practical efficiency of fingers, stylus 

and trackball for interaction with touch screen devices. Subjects of the study were 20 to 

60 years of age. Study results demonstrated lowest task completion time and errors 

when using trackball and stylus. Task completion via finger touch screen led to the most 

number of errors and longest task completion time. Therefore, Users initially are 

suggested to use stylus in the test. However, users' preferences on using stylus or finger 

to accomplish the tasks are considered as the highest priority. (Hwangbo et al., 2013) 

By considering the results of localizing indicators and indicators configuration tests, the 

research group decided to use mixed version of the Smart Glasses prototype for the 
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tablet-tracing and walking tests. The tablet-tracing test includes Bluetooth headset and 

an Android tablet device accompanied by the Smart Glasses. Android tablet utilized 

with a stylus pen. The application running on the tablet device will communicate with 

the Smart Glasses and a headset via Bluetooth. User interface of the application is 

designed as a grid layout with visible lines, and it includes the specific number of cells. 

Six predefined routes are designed beforehand. A route is a set of adjacent cells (Figure 

15), having a starting point and an endpoint. 

The application identifies the position of the stylus when the subject moves the stylus 

on the screen from one cell to another cell. The application defines the next movement 

direction based on the current position of the stylus and its relation to the next cell on 

the route. Then, a new navigational command is sent to the Smart Glasses and Bluetooth 

headset, which could be recognizable to subject by blinking LED indicators and voice 

commands respectively. If subject makes an error and moves the stylus to a cell outside 

the route, the application will provide a new navigational command towards the desired 

cell in the route. The application will guide the subject continuously with navigational 

commands during the test. In order to evaluate intuitiveness and learnability of the 

system, this test will be conducted in three different variations: 1. Guidance by voice 

commands, 2. Guidance by visual cues, 3. Guidance by voice commands and visual 

cues simultaneously. 

 

Figure 15. A predefined route in the tablet tracing test contains a sequence of adjacent cells. 

Six student users participate in the tablet tracing pilot test. In order to assure that all the 

navigation commands are tested, six routes are predefined. A predefined route consists 

of 16 adjacent cells. A Window application was developed to generate routes randomly 

based on the number of desired directions. Routes are shown in the appendix 8. First 

three subjects follow routes U1, D1 and R1, and last three subjects follow routes U2, D2 

and R2. Routes U1, D1 and R1 totally contain 48 directions (6 Ups, 6 Downs, 6 Lefts, 6 

Rights, 6 UpRights, 6 UpLefts, 6 DownRights and 6 DownLefts). Routes were created 

with abovementioned number of directions randomly via a customized route maker 

application. A similar condition is imposed to routes U2, D2 and R2. 

Each user would do the test in three sets, and each set with a different route and 

different assistive setup (the Smart Glasses, voice commands and use of both the Smart 

Glasses and voice commands simultaneously). Therefore, routes are never shown to the 

user more than one time, and each user is assisted with all three assistive setups in a 

different order. Table 12 demonstrates consecutive order of assigned routes and 

assistive devices to six subjects of the tablet-tracing test. Time of task accomplishment 

was considered as the time duration between touching the starting point and reaching 

the end of the route. Number of mistakes for each move (one cell to another cell) is also 
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detected by the application. Ambient brightness in the test environment is measured via 

illumination measurement device as 200-300 lx. 

Table 12. Consecutive order of assigned routes and assistive devices for six users in tablet 
tracing test; numbers in the parentheses indicate the consecutive order of test sets. 

 Visual Cues Voice Commands Visual Cues and Voice Commands 

Subject 1 U1 (1) D1 (2) R1 (3) 

Subject 2 R1 (3) U1 (1) D1 (2) 

Subject 3 D1 (2) R1 (3) U1 (1) 

Subject 4 R2 (1) D2 (2) U2 (3) 

Subject 5 D2 (2) U2 (3) R2 (1) 

Subject 6 U2 (3) R2 (1) D2 (2) 

 

Visual cue commands are defined based on the localizing indicators and indicators 

configuration tests. Localizing indicators experiment defined LED indicators frequency 

as 1Hz and brightness of 4 and 12 for red and green indicators respectively. The 

indicators configuration test demonstrated most meaningful indicators configurations 

for commands and directions states. Android application sends voice commands for 

navigational command states in Finnish or English language.  

Regardless of assistive tools that are used in tablet-tracing test, all subjects succeeded to 

accomplish their tasks. However, there are significant difference in task 

accomplishment time and number of mistakes. All users reached to the destination cell 

quicker and with less number of mistakes in "voice command set" or "voice command 

and visual cue set". The results depend on the order of test sets, the latest sets of voice 

command or both (voice command and visual cue) mostly achieve the best result in time 

and number of mistakes. Subjects, who started the test by "visual cue", get the worst 

result in time and number of mistakes. All subjects stated that they did not pay attention 

to visual indicators on "voice command and visual cue set" and they just ignored the 

LED indicators cues. However putting "visual cue set" after "voice command and visual 

cue set" improved the results of "visual cue set" in time and number of mistakes. The 

improvement could support the learnability of the system while one possibility as 

validity threat is that subjects learn how to react to visual cues in latest test sets and 

follow the routes. For example, they learn how to move the stylus more efficiently in 

the latest test sets. Users also demonstrated better result by getting closer to the 

destination in "visual cue set", and some users claimed they noticed some LEDs 

configuration showing specific directions. Since the device is designed to assist senior 

citizens suffering from dementia and most of primary users might suffer from memory 

problems and cognition abilities, research group decide not to provide an instruction to 

describe the meaning of visual cues as commands for users. In the other word, visual 

cues are considered to be simple and straightforward to learn by using the system. Most 

of the subjects claim that if they knew the meaning of visual cues beforehand, they 

could have followed the route more accurately. 

Pilot test revealed a problem to follow voice commands when command are in English 

language. The commands for diagonal directions are formed by combination of two 

main directions. For example, "UpLeft" voice command contains "Up", a voice pause 
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and then "Left". This type of voice command confused users to follow straight or 

diagonal directions. The problem needs to be solved in the usability test with senior 

citizens. 

5.1.4 Walking in Open Indoor Environment Pilot Test 

Three subjects participated in the walking indoor environment test. Two subjects are 

Finnish students of computer architecture course, and one subject is an international 

student from master degree program of GS3D in Information Processing Science 

department. Subjects are not involved in researches of ASTS project. The test is 

conducted in the main void of Information Processing Science department in the 

University of Oulu. Test subjects are known through research ID via subject A, B and 

C. Subjects' ages are from 23 to 33. The median age of users is 29 years. None of the 

subjects suffers from epilepsy and migraine. They do not have visual problem or health 

condition such as contract surgery, which affect their performance. Subject A and 

subject B suffered from mild color blindness. Subjects agreed that the test would be 

video recorded. Users are encouraged to talk loudly during the test. A camera recorded 

movement of users and test assistant reports users' actions during the test. Ambient 

brightness in the test environment is measured via illumination measurement device as 

200-300 lx. 

Two walking maps are designed for users to follow. Twenty-seven meters walking track 

are considered in each map. Map A includes two of 90-degree turns in each direction, a 

45-degree turn in each direction, and one stop and an 180-degree turn in each direction 

for a total of nine events. Map B includes three of 90-degree turns in each direction, a 

stop and an 180-degree turn in each direction for a total of nine events. An approximate 

average of 3 meters or 4-6 steps is considered between stop positions. A Windows 

application is developed to generate the maps randomly by giving the number of turns 

with various angles. Routes of map A and map B are shown in the appendix 10. The test 

assistant person follows the subjects during the test and help is given to the subjects 

very carefully. In case of erroneous direction, first the stop commands (cancelation) are 

sent to the Smart Glasses to inform the subject about wrong direction, and if the user 

fails to pay attention to warning command, then the assistant person will assist the user 

back to the pre-determined path after 10 seconds. 

Test instruction explains the meaning of visual cue commands to users before the test. 

Table 13 describes five visual cue commands, which are used in the pilot testing. Since 

the cues are considered straightforward to understand, test administrator explained the 

meaning of cues to users in short instruction session before the test. 
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Table 13. LEDs cues and related commands used in the open environment pilot test. 

 

Go straight forward and do not stop 

 

Turn Left slowly 

 

Turn Right slowly 

 

Stop, You are in the right position, wait for the 

next command 

 

Stop, you are going in the wrong direction, wait 

for the next command 

 

The pilot test seeks to evaluate the variable listed in the Table 14. Number of mistakes 

is calculated based on the number of times subject take at least a step on the wrong 

direction. Each time the subject start walking on a wrong direction, stop command is 

shown to the user. Number of times that users respond to the warning commands and 

stop movement is also calculated. If the subject fails to notice the warning commands, 

number of times that the subjects are rectified by human assistant is also measured. 

Other variables are time of task completion, average speed and length of walking path. 

Table 14. Outcome variables in pilot test in an open environment. 

 Unit Measured by 

Number of mistakes Count 

At least one step taken in a 

direction that is over 45 degrees 

off course 

Number of corrections via 

device 
Count 

Number of times the wizard 

adjust the given direction by 

device 

Number of corrections via 

human assistant 
Count 

Number of times the wizard 

adjust the given direction by 

informing the user 

Time of course completion Seconds 
Time duration to complete whole 

task 

Average walking speed m/s m/s 

Length of whole walking path in 

relation to the time that it takes to 

complete the task 

Length of walking path Meters Length of whole walking path 
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Two of subjects are guided based on map A, while subject is guided based on map B. 

Table 15, Table 16 and Table 17 demonstrate the collected data for subject A, B and C 

respectively. Table 18 shows the total result of the test that shows mean for all the 

desired variables.  

Table 15. Collected data for first user in walking open indoor environment pilot test. 

Variables Value 

Number of mistakes 0 

Number of corrections via device 0 

Number of corrections via human assistant 0 

Time of Task completion 1:16 s 

Average walking speed m/s 0.3552 m/s 

Length of walking path 27m 

 

Table 16. Collected data for second user in walking open indoor environment pilot test. 

Variables Value 

Number of mistakes 9 

Number of corrections via device 9 

Number of corrections via human assistant 0 

Time of Task completion 2:04 s 

Average walking speed m/s 0.2177 m/s 

Length of walking path 27m 

 

Table 17. Collected data for third user in walking open indoor environment pilot test. 

Variables Value 

Number of mistakes 0 

Number of corrections via device 0 

Number of corrections via human assistant 0 

Time of Task completion 1:23 s 

Average walking speed m/s 0.3253 m/s 

Length of walking path 27m 
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Table 18. Total collected data for all users in walking open indoor environment pilot test. 

Variables Value 

Number of mistakes 9 

Number of corrections via device 9 

Number of corrections via human assistant 0 

Time of course completion 4:43 s 

Average walking speed m/s 0.2862 m/s 

Length of walking path 81m 

 

Despite suffering from color blindness by two users, all the subjects succeed to 

distinguish the difference of red and green color in visual cues. All users succeed to 

follow the cue of the Smart Glasses to walk in the predefined routes and accomplish 

their task. Task accomplishment result supports effectiveness of the system. Subject A 

and subject C followed the cues without making mistakes. Subject B also succeeds to 

finish the predefined route, but he commits nine mistakes. All the mistakes happened in 

a similar situation, when user gets confused between the meaning of confirmation and 

forward command. However, subject corrects the mistakes immediately when 

cancelation command is triggered, and he stops in the current position. The subjects 

respond to stop command quickly and keep themselves in a stationary position. The 

subjects react to left and right navigational commands without any mistakes. Users 

successfully turn to the left by 180 degrees three times and turn to the right by 180 

degrees three times. They successfully turn to the left by 90 degrees seven times and 

turn to the right by 90 degrees seven times. They correctly turn to the left by 45 degrees 

two times and turn to the right by 45 degrees two times. All users refer stop, right and 

left visual commands as easy to understand visual cues. Subject B interprets 

confirmation command as forward command. Since subjects are among young students, 

and their mistakes are likely to be committed by senior citizens, it is more rational to 

consider abovementioned problem as a possible misunderstanding of cues 

interpretation. A suitable solution to eliminate the problem is to remove confirmation 

cues from list of navigation commands. Therefore, users are just informed about their 

mistakes in wrong directions by stop command. After notification of stop command 

they have to wait for the next command, which might be turning to right or left, or 

going forward. 

All test users have positive attitudes toward efficiency of assistive technologies and 

navigation tools on daily life quality and way-finding ability respectively. They agreed 

that the Smart Glasses could assist senior citizens in daily navigation tasks. However, 

users concern about the performance of the Smart Glasses in outdoor environments with 

sunlight as ambient light. Localizing indicators test in outdoor environment and walking 

in an outdoor environment will evaluate the efficiency of the system in an outdoor 

environment. Unstructured interview also reveals that users find the Smart Glasses cues 

very easy to follow.  

Some variables have to be measured in future iterative usability tests. Efficacy of 

correction, which is the mean time from signal to correct action after mistakes, is 

measured by seconds. The mean time from signal to initiation of step in the correct 
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direction is measured by tenths of seconds. Abovementioned variable could be included 

in the future usability tests of walking in indoor and outdoor environment. 

5.2 Usability Testing 

Zhou et al. (2012) conducted a comprehensive study on users' preferences for using 

handheld or desktop computers. They also investigated how convenience users are by 

using mouse, trackball, stylus and fingers in touch screen devices. Result demonstrated 

desktop computers are senior citizens' preference while younger users prefer using 

handheld devices. Mouse and trackball pointer are also more preferred than using stylus 

and finger. Accordingly, mouse is used in localizing indicator and indicators 

configuration tests when senior citizens are subjects of the tests. (Zhou et al., 2012) 

Descriptive statistics is reported to demonstrate age of the subjects, their familiarity to 

human-computer interaction, technologies they have used and their attitudes toward 

smart and wearable technologies. It also shows detailed information about dementia 

condition such as dementia severity, known as cognitive ability or MMSE score. 

Descriptive statistics also include the type of color-blindness, contact surgery, 

nearsightedness, farsightedness and astigmatism. Users are also asked about previous 

participation in the researches about wearable technologies and navigational tools. 

(Rantz et al., 2011) 

The research group contacted to personnel of Karpalokoti and agreed to conduct one-

day usability test day session. Karpalokoti is a caretaking center located in Haapajarvi, 

Finland. The caretaking center provides permanent or part-time caretaking and living 

facilities and daily activities for home dwelling people suffering from different kind of 

dementia. Recruiting senior citizens suffering from mild and severe dementia needs an 

official procedure for approval of ethical committee statement for considering safety 

and privacy. Inclusion criteria are also needed to be considered from researchers point 

of view. Karpalokoti personnel arranged four test users for one-day usability test. 

Descriptive statistics are reported in the following, and subjects are known by research 

identities via subject A, B, C and D. All the subjects provided by Karpalokoti suffered 

from severe dementia and some of them suffered from visual impairment. They just had 

limited skill in using computer devices. Furthermore, a test assistant helped users in 

filling forms and conducting the tests such as pointing at the screen and clicking the 

buttons. 

Since all the subjects who participated in the tests, are likely to suffer from severe 

dementia, severity level of dementia should be diagnosed. Mini Mental State 

Examination is a well-known test for this purpose. MMSE form consists of simple 

questions related to time, place orientation, registration, naming and reading. MMSE 

test fails to evaluate dementia severity in people with physical disabilities and speaking 

problems, and other methods should be used for evaluation. MMSE could evaluate 

memory and orientation ability of subjects in comparison to other subjects with the 

same level of education and cultural background. Thirty scores are considered as the 

maximum point of MMSE test. It includes 5 scores for orientation to time, 5 scores for 

orientation to place, 3 scores for registration, 5 scores for attention and calculation, 3 

scores for memory assessment, 2 scores for speaking language, and 7 scores to 

divergent tests such as drawing, writing and word repetition. Appendix 10 demonstrates 

all the questions and score for MMSE test. Score greater than 27 in MMSE test means 

user has normal condition and is not suffering from dementia. Score less than nine 

means severe dementia. Score from 10 to 18 indicates moderate dementia. Score from 

19 to 24 represents mild dementia. (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) 
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Appendix 1 demonstrates the list of individual blinking indicators, which are shown to 

subject A, B and C in localizing indicators test. Thirty blinking configuration 

alternatives are chosen among indicator configurations list in appendix 4 for indicators 

configuration test. The configurations are selected based on the highest scores of 

alternatives for desired directions in earlier pilot test. Infrastructure of usability tests is 

setup based on pilot tests for localizing indicators and indicators configuration tests. It 

includes test applications and methods for data collection and data analysis. 

Subject A is 69 years old female senior citizen. She is using eyeglasses for most of the 

working hours. Severity of dementia prevents subject to participate in MMSE test. 

Subject stated she would not suffer from color blindness, Migraine, Epilepsy and she 

claimed she would not have visual problem and health condition, which affect her 

performance. She would use mobility aid for walking. She has not previously 

participated in any research about vision-based and navigational tools. Subject could not 

use computer devices such as mouse to point at the positions on the screen. Red and 

green color indicators are shown to subject in different positions. Subject was not able 

to identify any light when indicators were blinking in localizing indicators and 

indicators configuration tests. Based on the vision condition and dementia severity, 

subject A is not able to use the system in any simple navigational task.  

Subject B is 61 years old male senior citizen. He is using eyeglasses for most of the 

working hours. His MMSE score is 7/30. User stated he would not suffer from color 

blindness, Migraine, Epilepsy and he has claimed he would have a vision problem in his 

left eye, which might affect his performance. He would not use mobility aid for 

walking. He has not previously participated in any research about vision-based and 

navigation tools. His right eye is the dominant eye. Subject participated in the localizing 

indicators test while he encountered difficulties in using a mouse and pointing indicators 

positions. He was not able to recognize the exact positions of blinking indicators, and in 

some cases, he preferred to indicate the general direction instead of indicator position. 

The subject also participated in indicators configuration test. He interpreted the 

indicators configuration and stated the directions to test assistant such as "Left", 

"Middle top", "Straight left" and "Top left". Then test assistant choose the mentioned 

directions on the test application. Red indicators blink by brightness of 4 out of 15 and 

green indicators blink by brightness of 12 out of 15. Subject stated that the brightness of 

indicators is satisfactory for easy recognizing. LED indicators blink with the frequency 

of 1 Hz, and subject is satisfied with this frequency. 

Subject C is 74 years old male senior citizen. His MMSE score is 17/30. User stated he 

would not suffer from color blindness, Migraine, Epilepsy and he claimed he would not 

have visual problem or health condition, which affect his performance. He would not 

use any walking aid tool. He previously participated in research about eye movement in 

Oulu hospital. The subject just participated in indicators configuration test, because of 

the difficulty in pointing exact position of indicators in localizing indicators test. 

Subject occasionally missed to react to direction cues in first attempt in indicators 

configuration test. The follow-up repetition of visual cues provides consistent reaction 

that is reliable to researchers. Red indicators blink by brightness of 4 out of 15 and 

green indicators blink by brightness of 12 out of 15. Subject stated that the brightness of 

indicators is satisfactory for recognizing. Indicators blink with the frequency of 1 Hz 

and subject preferred slower blinking which means lower frequency. The subject would 

also prefer indicators combinations, which consist of less number of indicators.  

Subject D is a senior citizen totally against new technologies. She would not accept to 

fill in the registration, personal and permission forms. She refused put on the Smart 
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Glasses to conduct the test. She is not interested in the modern gadget technologies. She 

stated that she would not need help in navigational tasks, she has never got lost, and she 

trusts her own eyes. 

Localizing indicators usability test failed to identify optimized blinking pattern for 

indicators and indicators configuration usability test failed to identify meaningful 

indicators combinations to convey navigational commands. Subjects were not able to 

concentrate to answer the questionnaire about the Smart Glasses and reflect their 

attitude towards new technologies. Subject A and subject B provided unrelated answers 

to the questions. Subject C failed to understand usage of the system, and subject D 

avoid answering the questions. Tablet-tracing and walking test are not conducted since 

users fail to distinguish indicators position and general directions. Subjects also failed to 

interpret meaningful indicator combinations as navigational commands. 
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6. User Test Result 

This section is dedicated to review the achieved results in pilot and usability tests and 

address them on the initial plan of the study. Figure 16 illustrates the objectives of the 

study. Infrastructure of user tests for the HMD system is designed based on sub-

questions derived from the main research question. First, localizing indicators and 

indicators configuration tests are designed to achieve optimized brightness, optimized 

frequency and most meaningful indicators configurations to convey navigational 

commands. Then the system is evaluated in tablet-tracing test to assess user's reaction to 

visual cues and voice commands. Finally, the system is evaluated for real navigational 

tasks with walking in open environment. Since navigational commands are formed 

based on the most meaningful indicators configurations, the tests should be conducted 

in the abovementioned order. 

 

Figure 16. Objectives of study are followed by pilot and usability tests. 

Early pilot testing helped to eliminate technical faults and led researchers to choose the 

mixed prototype from the first two initial prototypes. Furthermore, Pilot tablet-tracing 

test revealed confusion on interpreting the English voice navigational commands for 
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intercardinal directions. The pause between the main directions is removed to make the 

voice command simple and straightforward. Blinking duration of three seconds is 

considered as satisfactory blinking time for student subjects, but in some cases, subjects 

preferred lower frequency and longer blinking time. Therefore, five second blinking 

time duration is considered in the android application. Different blinking pattern with 

lower frequency should be also considered in developing next version of Android 

application. Bluetooth communication between the Smart Glasses and Android 

application is not stable because the application dropped the communication in the idle 

condition. An Android services needs to be developed in future development. 

The pilot tests were conducted with university students as subjects of the test. The 

results of the test, which are optimized frequency and brightness and most 

distinguishable positions, are applied to the alternative blinking configuration in the 

indicators configuration pilot test. However, the best approach for designing alternatives 

of indicators configuration is to conduct the first test on individual senior citizens to 

customize the configuration based on the visual ability of individual users. Result of 

tablet-tracing pilot test proved that uses response more efficiently to voice commands in 

comparison with visual cues. All users accomplished their tasks in following navigation 

commands to the end of predefined routes. Subjects also demonstrated more efficiency 

in following the visual cues when their task set was conducted simultaneous or after 

guidance with voice commands. In last pilot test, usability of the system was evaluated 

in real navigational task for an indoor environment. Five navigational commands were 

chosen for the walking test, including "Left", "Right", "Forward", "Confirm" and 

"Stop". All subjects succeeded to accomplish their tasks without any severe error and 

intervention of the human assistant. Subjects followed visual cues to walk in predefined 

maps from starting point to the end. Most useful finding in the test was confusion 

between confirmation command and forward command, which should be defined more 

clearly based on task context in future test protocols. Another important missing value 

in tablet-tracing and walking test is the time duration from command to action. It needs 

to be defined in refined protocols for usability tests, and the android application needs a 

patch development to consider this issue. Results are also leading to involve less 

number of nasal and top lateral indicators in indicators configuration alternatives as 

navigational commands in future usability test protocols. Analyzing data from log files 

and observation of subjects' reactions to visual cues and voice commands provided 

reliable conclusion to the experiments. 

The localizing indicators pilot test identified optimized frequencies and brightness for 

blinking indicators and localized distinguishable positions of the indicators on the frame 

by Bayesian analysis. It indicates optimized frequency as 1 Hz, optimized green 

indicators brightness as 12/15, and optimized red indicators brightness as 4/15. Ten 

indicators configuration is identified as navigational commands based on the mean 

scores and counts of users preference in indicators configuration test. Navigational 

commands include main four directions, four intercardinal directions, stop command 

and confirmation command. These results are calculated based on the mean values for 

all student subjects. However, these configurations could be customized by conducting 

individual tests on the subject and calculate the scores separately. 

Severity of dementia in senior citizens, who participated as subjects in usability tests, 

prevented users to accomplish their task with promising result. Four subjects 

participated in the tests, which two of them were not succeeded to accomplish MMSE 

test. One of the subjects suffered from severe dementia and another user achieved the 

lowest score in moderate dementia. Lack of ability in using computer devices forced 

researchers to use human assistant in the tests. The localizing indicators test result 
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would not include any correct answer, which demonstrates subjects failed to distinguish 

positions of indicators. The indicators configuration test result would not also 

demonstrate any coherent finding. Subjects mostly failed to distinguish general 

direction. The most promising finding from the tests is failure in using the system when 

users are suffering from severe dementia. Accordingly, in the next steps, users who 

achieved scored more than 19 from MMSE and suffering from mild dementia should be 

included in the tests. Since most of the subjects were suffering from dementia and 

memory disturbance, interviews failed to provide an outstanding result. However, 

feedback from test process was used to assess user' satisfaction in usability of the 

system. Subjects mostly complained about design and weight of the Smart Glasses. This 

issue should be considered in constructing new prototype in the future. 

To this end, all objectives are fulfilled in pilot tests while the severity dementia problem 

with senior citizens prevents evaluating usability of the system. Since senior citizens 

suffering from severe dementia would not able to use the system, usability tests failed to 

provide optimized blinking pattern and most distinguishable indicator configurations to 

convey navigational commands. 
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7. Discussion 

Truth to be told, the recent development in wearable technologies and assistant 

navigation tools have generated remarkable interests in the current decade. The major 

topic that this study addresses is introducing a wearable prototype to assist senior 

citizens in daily navigational tasks. Narrowing down users of the system to senior 

citizens suffering from dementia highlights the salient need for development of such a 

system. In addition to introducing HMD system, this study also aims to improve 

usability of the system based on GQM guideline and investigate usability factors of the 

system via set of pilot and usability tests. Conducting pilot tests from the early stage of 

the development phase has improved the system and optimized test protocols for future 

usability tests.  

Conducting pilot tests help researchers to identify possible failures and defects of test 

system and the prototype, and eliminate them in early steps of prototype development. 

In addition, it is anticipated to assess usability of the system based on usability factors. 

Desired results are achieved and helped the research group to localize the position of the 

indicators on the frame of the Smart Glasses. Optimized blinking pattern and 

meaningful indicators configuration for system commands are also identified in the 

controlled test environment. Since the results partly depend on the environmental 

variables such as ambient light, more metrics could be defined for the system based on 

navigational task context, and more usability tests need to be conducted. Nevertheless, 

the results of pilot and usability tests succeeded to fulfill the initial expectations. In the 

next paragraphs, vast area for future works accompanied by importance and 

consequences is illustrated. 

Investigation on the validity threats and limitation of pilot and usability tests shed more 

light on the possible future works. Providing more indicators positioned on the Smart 

Glasses frame and more possible test alternatives as frequencies, brightness and 

blinking time for LEDs in localizing indicators test could lead to more consistent 

results. Furthermore, providing more possible indicators configurations as the 

interpretation of navigational commands in indicators configurations experiment, could 

lead to achieving different indicators configuration as predefined commands. In 

addition, predefined commands could be refined based on the context of tasks. Walking 

in open indoor and outdoor environments could be repeated in various ambient light, 

noisy and uproarious conditions similar to real situations to evaluate efficiency and 

efficacy of the system in navigational tasks. 

Another validity threat in the usability test is users' eye focusing on the Smart Glasses 

frame. Since users are informed about the context of the usability test beforehand via 

instruction documents and videos, some users anticipated recognizing indicators cues 

and they concentrate on the frame of the Smart Glasses. A possible solution for future 

usability tests would be involving users in other activities during the tests. For example, 

providing users with a text paragraph to read during the test distracts them from 

concentrating on the frame.  

Pilot and usability tests are conducted as open experiments. The belief that blind and 

double-blind experiments with placebo would limit biased results is the pronounced 

one, and one that the research group believe in. However, ethical issues derived the 
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research group to conduct open experiments by informing subjects about context of the 

tests via documents and videos. In order to reduce the influence of subject's biased 

preferences and test administrator's expectation on the experiments, tests could be 

conducted in a double-blind format in the future. In other word, by assigning test 

administration to a person other than research group members, critical aspects of the 

experiments are concealed from the subjects and test administrator. Then, the research 

group could analyze the test data as a separate unit. 

The population of senior citizens suffering from dementia is increasing in the world, and 

it opens opportunities for the emergence of applications and tools to assist them in daily 

routine tasks and aging in place. Considering involvement of social life in living 

condition as a factor to slow down progress of dementia, assistive tools, which could 

provide social communication network, have generated significant interest in the recent 

decade.  

Customization of the system would also be a vast area for future word. Since users are 

senior citizens suffering from dementia, affects of the different type of dementia in 

cognitive and problem-solving abilities would lead to different levels for maintaining 

focus and reactions to commands of the system. For example, Senile dementia, vascular 

dementia, mild dementia and Alzheimer Disease could lead different level of cognitive 

decline. In addition, physical impairment such as different visual impairment could have 

a different impact on the performance of users. Color-blindness, Tinnitus disease, 

Nearsightedness, Farsightedness and Astigmatism could directly influence users' 

abilities to interpret commands of the system. Conducting usability tests by 

participation of abovementioned users probably provide different results and lead to 

customized versions of the system. 

Head Mounted Display and wearable technologies are about assistance users in daily 

routine tasks, but it is also more deeply is about slowly bringing technology to human 

life from desktop computers to mobile tools. Furthermore, wearable technologies and 

caretaking tools have been developed rapidly in the last decade. Integrating the HMD 

system with existing wearable technologies, navigation devices and caretaking tools 

will fulfil the desired aim quickly and more precisely. For this purpose, research 

background investigated on the possible integration alternatives such as Pupil Pro 

device and OldBird web application. 

Pupil Pro device consists of hardware component and software package. Hardware 

component includes eyeglasses with two mounted cameras on the frame and two USB 

ports for connection to a desktop computer. World camera video records user's field of 

view and Eye camera video recodes pupil movement in eye globe. Recorded videos are 

streamed to software, which is installed on desktop operating system. Real-time image 

processing demonstrates users' field of view and eye focus area precisely. Pupil Pro 

device could be integrated with the HMD system by image processing the videos on the 

handheld device such as Android Smartphone. Since USB controllers are gateways for 

streaming the videos, and Pupil Pro consumes two full bandwidths of USB, a challenge 

is providing suitable hardware component and developing similar software for 

Smartphone device.  

Information Processing Science department of the University of Oulu run and plan 

several projects on developing remote caretaking tools, assistant navigational 

applications for senior citizens suffering from dementia and physical impaired people, 

and augmented reality interfaces. OldBird application is developed to provide a 

communication channel between senior citizens and caretakers. The application 
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demonstrates isometric view of the home or city environment of senior citizens. In 

addition, caretakers could monitor senior citizens positions based on the location data 

from GPS device and observe their activities based on workflow engine data. 

Integration of HMD system and OldBird application would help caretakers in assisting 

tasks such as providing cues and commands for senior citizens. 

Smart Cap concept is flourished to facilitate assistance in navigational tasks via a 

semantic system. It is the next step in HMD system project. Smart Cap includes HMD 

system, two cameras, accelerometer, GPS, Solid State Compass and micro-controllers 

for processing task. Most of the Smart-phones provide all the mentioned components. In 

addition, they provide touch screen interfaces for users' interaction. Cameras are 

mounted on the frame of the Smart Glasses to video record user's field of view and eye 

movements. Accelerometer, GPS, Solid State Compass, micro-controller and power 

supplier such as Li-ion batteries are implanted in the Smart Cap. The system could 

provide an augmented reality application on the client side for remote caretakers to 

assistance in daily navigational tasks. Data from accelerometer, GPS and Solid State 

Compass would send to microcontroller to be processed. Furthermore, despite tilt of the 

head, user's head direction is estimated, and augmented reality view is provided for 

caretakers with additional information from user's environment. It also demonstrates 

focused area of the user's eye on the view by making the vision. Initially, the concept is 

designed to assist senior citizens from different kind of dementia. Nevertheless, people 

suffering from visual impairment are potential users of the system. The system 

facilitates assistance in daily navigational tasks by reducing number of caretakers who 

assisting several users simultaneously. Accordingly, accurate image processing pattern 

and proper user interface could prepare the system for semantic support of users in daily 

navigational tasks. 

While some differences between OldBird application, HMD system and Smart Cap 

concept are evident, they confront a similar set of challenges in security and privacy 

issues. Caretakers are initially considered as people from medical centres, relatives and 

friends of senior citizens. A similar group could assist physically impaired people in 

assisting navigational tasks. Furthermore, by involving more people who are not closely 

related to senior citizens and physical impaired people, the system would be more 

efficient as a social network and assistant tool. Accordingly, it may appear the system is 

vulnerable against security issues, but the problem could be managed in business model 

of the application. For example, prioritizing users in assisting the tasks based on their 

rating, relationship to subjects, location for navigational task and context of the tasks. 

Privacy issues would be a major concern for users of the system especially when users 

are senior citizens with traditional background attitudes. Truce to be told, people are 

more conservative about privacy issues in the context of ICT. Accordingly, privacy 

issues should be considered as a serious concern in developing ICT tools and 

applications. Although it is true that privacy is a salient factor when users consider 

using a tool or an application, but people are often sharing their personal information in 

daily life activities. People usually share personal information to use offered online 

services. It could be positively considered as part of the service cost, and it aims to 

improve the service continuously. Consequently, users should be informed about why 

personal information is required and how the information is exchanged in the system. 

To this end, informing users about provided security model of the system could help 

users to cope with privacy issues rationally. 

In the context of physical security, physical access control is playing an important role 

in designing new technologies. GPS trackers provide new technologies with the desired 
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purpose. In the further development, authorized location tracking should be considered 

in designing business model for OldBird integrated application. Peer to peer VoIP 

communication, video communication in secured end to end and communication with 

the public switched telephone network are part of the plan for improvement the 

integrated application in future development. 
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8. Conclusion 

To recapitulate, the contribution of this study is an exposition of HMD system and test 

infrastructure to evaluate the usability of the system in real navigational tasks. In 

addition, the study assesses the ability of senior citizens in using the assistive tool. The 

HMD system is designed to assist senior citizens suffering from dementia in 

navigational tasks. To fulfill the proposed idea, set of pilot and usability tests are 

conducted with university student and senior citizens as subjects. Pilot tests assessed 

various factors in the Smart Glasses to provide optimized indicators configurations to 

convey navigational commands. Furthermore, pilot tests have improved the system 

iteratively and put the usability tests under scrutiny. In order to optimize indicators 

configurations, pilot tests are designed to be conducted in a predefined order. Localizing 

indicators test results demonstrates optimized pattern for indicators on the Smart 

Glasses, which are blinking time duration, frequency and brightness. The result of 

localizing indicators experiment includes localizing indicators on the frame of eye-

glasses, which could be useful for researchers working on eye tracking technologies. 

Optimized blinking pattern are applied to alternatives in indicators configurations test. 

Result of indicators configuration tests identifies satisfactory indicators configurations 

to convey navigational commands. Tablet-tracing test evaluates users' reaction to visual 

cues and voice commands in following predefined routes. Consequently, walking pilot 

tests evaluate efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction in the system as most important 

factors of the usability. 

In order to assess the ability of senior citizens suffering from dementia in using the 

device in navigational tasks, the system is tested in a senior citizens rehabilitation 

caretaking center. Severity of dementia is evaluated based on MMSE form, and it 

illustrates senior citizens, who participated in the usability tests, are suffering from 

severe and moderate dementia. Tests results indicate that the system fails to assist users 

with abovementioned dementia severity level. Furthermore, the system usability has to 

be evaluated in future test plan with subject who are suffering from mild dementia or 

who are in the early stage of dementia. 

The intriguing ideas expressed in the study open the door to questions about limitation 

of the study and future work. We faced technical limitation to refine and improve the 

system based on results of tests. As the most important limitation in the current 

prototype is that variable such as brightness, frequency, blinking time duration are 

discrete variables, and specific alternatives are evaluated in the pilot and usability tests. 

However, continuous variables could be evaluated in future test plans. Severity of 

dementia is not precisely identified via MMSE. Various factors such as culture and 

education could affect it. Furthermore, full clinical examination could clearly identify 

severity of dementia for test subjects. Apart from dementia severity, the visual ability of 

users is an important factor, which could affect the usability of the system. Accordingly, 

subjects' vision could be examined via clinical visual tests. Since all the pilot and 

usability tests are conducted in indoor environments, and visibility of indicators are 

different in indoor and outdoor environments, then the test should be iterated in outdoor 

environments.  

Privacy is a critical issue in the top of users' concerns about the HMD system. Truce to 

be told, privacy is part of the price, which users are paying to receive services in ICT. 
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However, the privacy could be handled based on users' preference in business process. 

For example, refining the system in the form of context and location awareness 

application and involving friends and relatives of users as caretakers in the process 

could improve security level and ease privacy issue. 

Integration of the HMD system with OldBird application and Pupil Pro device could 

provide real-time assistive system for caretaking of senior citizens in daily routine and 

navigational tasks. Since OldBird application is a virtual environment application, 

involving augmented reality to the integrated system could improve the ability of the 

caretakers for assistance. For example, computer-generated navigational information on 

the client side could assist caretakers in the guidance tasks. The current prototype of 

HMD system provides visual cues and voice commands to users as navigational 

guidance. Furthermore, the system could be improved with designing user interface for 

real-time and accurate human interactions. 
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Appendix 1. List of blinking pattern for LED indicators, which are shown to 

Subject A, B and C in localizing indicator test.  
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Appendix 2. Screenshot of Silverlight application to record and store user 

preferences in localizing indicators test. 
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Appendix 3. Questionnaire about subjects' attitudes toward assistive 

technologies and indicators blinking pattern. 
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Appendix 4. Ten command states and related indicators configurations are 

shown in indicators configurations test. 
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Appendix 5. Screenshot of Silverlight application to record and store user 

preferences in indicators configuration test. 
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Appendix 6. Indicators configuration of LED sets and preliminary result, 

numbers of configurations are based on appendix 4.  

Configuration Total Up UpRight Right DownRight Down DownLeft Left UpLeft Confirm Cancel 

1 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

2 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 5 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 

5 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

6 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 

7 5 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 4 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 4 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

11 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 

12 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 

13 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 

14 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 

15 4 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

16 3 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

17 5 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

18 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

19 4 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

20 3 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

21 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 

22 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 

23 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 

24 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

25 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 

26 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 

27 4 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 

28 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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29 5 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

30 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

31 5 0 0 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

32 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

33 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 

34 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

35 5 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 

36 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 

37 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 

38 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 

39 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 

40 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 

41 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 

42 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

43 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

44 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 

45 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 

46 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 
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Appendix 7. Count percentage of desired directions identified by student 

subjects, numbers of configuration are based on appendix 4. 

Configuration Up UpRight Right DownRight Down DownLeft Left UpLeft Confirm Cancel 

1 80          

2 100          

3 100          

4     80      

5     50      

6     100      

7   80        

8   50        

9   100        

10   25        

11       100    

12       50    

13       33    

14       0    

15  50         

16  33         

17  100         

18  100         

19  25         

20  33         

21        0   

22        50   

23        100   

24        50   

25        100   

26        0   

27    50       

28    100       
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29    40       

30    100       

31    20       

32    100       

33      33     

34      50     

35      100     

36      25     

37      75     

38      0     

39         75  

40         50  

41         50  

42         0  

43          75 

44          100 

45          100 

46          75 
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Appendix 8: Six predefined route for tablet tracing test. 
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Appendix 9. Guidance are given to subjects to follow Map A and Map B via 

visual cues of Smart Glasses in pilot test walking indoor environment. 
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Appendix 10. List of questions for MMSE test. 
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